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Acronyms and Abbreviations
Term

Definition

TB

TECHBase

FB

FUTUREBase

EB

ENERGYBase

RTA

Rail Tec Arsenal – Vienna Climatic Wind Tunnel

HT

High Temperature

LT

Low Temparature

DH

District heating
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Executive Summary
This document presents the design of CITYOPT planning and CITYOPT Operational Tools to support
decision-makers for the optimization of city planning decisions. Furthermore, this report serves as
manual to understand the workflows and functionalities for both tools which includes also the
description of the activities related to Task 2.3 and Task 2.4.
This document gives a complete understanding on how CITYOPT Planning tool is designed and
implemented including the decision support methods to analyse and optimize the design of energy
systems allowing to achieve an optimal design of the study cases in Kalatasama, Ostersundom and
Vienna.
The second part of the document focuses on CITYOPT Operational, a tool which anables decisionmakers to monitor in advance the involment of end-users for an upcoming load peak and see if the
projects are sufficiently sustained in order to improve the participation of the community.
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1 PLANNING TOOL
1.1 Introduction
This chapter allows a complete understanding on how CITYOPT planning is designed and
implemented. It addresses the core modules which have been integrated into CITYOPT planning to
allow an optimal design of the study cases in Kalatasama, Ostersundom and Vienna. These modules
belong to the import of the APROS components to create the virtual templates for
adaptation/configuration and tests, the decision support methods to analyse the information and
the optimization and simulation methods to optimize the design.
The modules which have been integrated to allow an optimal design for the CITYOPT study cases
are presented hereunder. These modules belong to data import, decision support methods to analyse
the information and optimization methods. Furthermore, this document serves as manual to
understand the workflows and functionalities for the CITYOPT users.
Furthermore, this chapter serves as manual to understand the workflows and functionalities for the
CITYOPT Planning users.
Paragraph 2.2 describes CITYOPT planning from a technical point of view, paragraph 2.3 is mainly
focussed on the user´s perspective and paragraph 2.4 describes the study cases where CITYOPT
planning is tested. Finally, the report contains in the annex paragraph: additional information such
as the description of used frameworks.
The open source code of the planning tool can be found at https://github.com/Cityopt/cityopt.

1.2 System architecture
CITYOPT Planning is implemented as Spring MVC web application utilizing an external database
software to store all of its data. Furthermore it utilizes external simulators (for example APROS) to
generate simulation results as needed.
The following diagram represents the general application architecture.
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The main server side componets can be summarized as follows:
The web- and application server is hosting CITYOPT Planning and responding to client
requests
The database is storing application relevant data and especially simulation results
The simulator is generating results and serves as input for the optimization.
From the client’s perspective browsers are utilized to access CITYOPT Planning’s frontend, which
are generated by the application server.
The next chapter covers the software architecture especially in terms of MVC.

1.2.1

Software architecture

CITYOPT uses the Model/View/Controller pattern, combined with a layered architecture, to fulfil
the main responsibilities of a web application. The following diagram visualizes this layered
approach.
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1

A short description of these layers is set out below:
The web layer is the uppermost layer of a web application. It is responsible of processing user’s
input and returning the correct response back to the user. The web layer must also handle the
exceptions thrown by the other layers. As entry point of the application, it must take care of
authentication and act as a first line of defence against unauthorized users.
The service layer acts as a transaction boundary and contains both application and infrastructure
services. The application services provide the public API of the service layer. They also act as a
transaction boundary and are responsible of authorization. The infrastructure services contain
the “plumbing code” that communicates with external resources such as file systems, databases, or
email servers.
The repository layer is the lowest layer of a web application. It is responsible of communicating
with the used data storage.
Specifically, this architecture is implemented referring to Spring MVC, a request based web
framework, whose detailed specification can be found under http://docs.spring.io/springframework/docs/current/spring-framework-reference/html/mvc.html.

1.2.2

Database

CITYOPT Planning is utilizing a relation database to store application, simulation and optimization
related data. The selection finally came down to PostGRES, which is a wide spread open source
database product which meets all requirements in terms of functionality, stability and performance.
Data access is implemented via Hibernate and JPA2. JPA is as specification describing the
management of relational data in applications. Hibernate is a concrete persistency framework, which
is implementing JPA’s interfaces.
A detailed description of the database model is included in “Requirements to the simulation and
optimization applications and tools” as separate pdf document.

1
2

http://d2x79bjupkp9on.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/spring-web-application-layers.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_Persistence_API
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Simulation

The software modules in which the simulation and optimization features are implemented are
related as follows:

web-client

opt-ga

Opt4J

sim-eval

Apros

Jython

The web-client module contains the main web application and the database interface. The highlevel simulation and optimization services are also included in the web-client module.
In particular they implement reading simulation and optimisation input from the database, and
writing simulation and optimisation results to the database through the Hibernate ORM.
The sim-eval module is a generic simulation layer that supports mathematical expressions for
simulator inputs, metrics, constraints and objective functions. The actual simulation is represented
as a black-box interface that computes the values of output variables from the values of input
parameters. A specific implementation of the interface is provided for the Apros3 process simulator
software. The evaluation of mathematical expressions is implemented via Jython4, which is an
implementation of the Python5 language (see Section 3.9 for the technical user documentation).
The opt-ga module is an optimization layer that interfaces to the Opt4J6 optimisation toolkit using
the sim-eval data structures for decision variables, constraints and objectives. The optimisation
results are also represented using sim-eval data structures. The results consist of generated
scenarios (sets of input parameter and output variable values) and the results of evaluating metrics,
objectives and constraints on the scenarios. The Pareto-optimal scenarios are also identified.

1.2.4

Generic simulation interface

The most generic approach to using an arbitrary simulator with the CITYOPT planning tool is to
export scenario definitions in CSV format, transform the data by whatever means to the simulator
input format, simulate, transform the results into the CSV format accepted by the CITYOPT

http://www.apros.fi/en/
http://www.jython.org/
5 https://www.python.org/
6 http://opt4j.sourceforge.net/
3

4
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planning tool and import them there. This is quite cumbersome and unsuitable for the genetic
algorithm, which needs to generate and simulate scenarios automatically.
For automatic execution of simulations some Java code must be added to the planning tool,
implementing the Java interfaces described below. These interfaces can be found in module simeval, package eu.cityopt.sim.eval. They have Javadoc documentation and the following sections
provide an overview. Currently they are implemented only for Apros; the implementation is in the
package eu.cityopt.sim.eval.apros.

1.2.4.1

SimulatorManager

This is a factory for SimulationModels and SimulationRunners, described later. A
SimulatorManager is called to read a SimulationModel from an InputStream and to create a
SimulationRunner from a model and a Namespace, which describes what inputs and outputs the
model has (but not the input values, which would be particular to a scenario).
The model data format that SimulatorManager reads can be anything, as long as it is a single file. If
the simulator requires multiple files, zip them. That is how Apros models are packaged.
Each simulator is identified by a name, which may include a version number. Multiple simulators
may be supported by the same instance of a SimulatorManager: e.g., a single instance of
AprosManager supports different versions of Apros (incompatible with each other, so we need to
track which model is for which version). Supported simulator names and their SimulatorManagers
are registered by calling the static method SimulatorManagers.register. SimulatorManager
instances should be constructed and registered at application startup, but the sim-eval module
does not provide a particular place for this initialisation. A static initializer can be used or for more
control one can inject a configuration bean in the web-client module with Spring, see
eu.cityopt.sim.service.AprosConfig. Registered managers will be closed automatically on
application shutdown.
Depending on context the simulator name may or may not be known when a SimulationModel is
read from a stream. If known it is passed to the reading method. If unknown, the reading method
should attempt to identify the simulator from the input stream. If it fails to identify a simulator it
supports, it must throw AlienModelException, which causes a different SimulatorManager to be
tried until one succeeds or all have been tried. It is also possible that a SimulatorManager identifies
a supported simulator but there is some other error in the input stream. That is indicated by a
different exception, because in that case it is pointless to try another SimulatorManager. Each
SimulatorManager instance is tried at most once, regardless how many names it is registered
under.

1.2.4.2

SimulationModel

Simulation models are represented as implementations of SimulationModel. The few interface
methods are mostly for obtaining information about the model that can be shown in the user
interface. There are no modification methods apart from close; only the simulator-specific classes
described in this section construct and modify SimulationModels, and they do it via the
implementing class.
Created SimulationModels will be closed eventually.
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SimulationRunner

A SimulationRunner is a means for running simulations of a particular model, i.e., a factory for
simulation jobs. The model is specified when a runner is constructed by a SimulatorManager. Only
the input parameter values are specified when a job is started. The runner can make whatever
common preparations are useful for simulating multiple scenarios with varying input values: each
scenario generation (grid search or genetic algorithm) run uses a single runner.
Simulation runners will be closed eventually. They should be closed before their underlying
SimulationModels but not until all jobs started by the runner have either finished or been
cancelled.

1.2.4.4

Simulation jobs

Simulation jobs are represented by subclasses of CompletableFuture<SimulationOutput>.
CompleteableFuture is a concrete class in java.util.concurrent (standard library). However, each
job usually executes in a separate thread or process, which CompleteableFuture.cancel must be
overridden to stop. Unlike other parts of the simulator interface, jobs are not closeable.
Implementations that reserve per job resources such as temporary files must arrange those
resources to be freed upon cancellation or completion of the job. Running jobs may also refer to
resources held by their SimulationRunner or SimulationModel but must stop doing so upon
cancellation orcompletion.

1.2.5

Optimization

1.2.5.1

Database optimization

Database optimization refers to searching for the optimal scenario stored in the database. Database
optimization uses a single scalar objective function which can be either maximized or minimized.
One or more algebraic constraints can also be optionally defined.
The expressions of the objective function and constraints can refer to external parameter values, the
input parameter values of a scenario, the output variable values of a scenario, and metrics derived
from the mentioned data items. The expressions are in Python and they are evaluated using the
sim-eval module. The expression language is described in Section 3.9.

1.2.5.2

Genetic optimization

CITYOPT includes optimisation support based on the open source Opt4J toolkit; we connect Opt4J
to the simulation architecture described in Section 1.2.3 so that optimisation tasks involving
simulations can be defined and executed. This connection is implemented in the opt-ga module.
Opt4J uses the Guice dependency injection framework to allow flexible configuration. 7 However,
only a limited subset of Opt4J features are available via the web interface. In particular only the
evolutionary algorithm with the default selector (NSGA2) is supported. This algorithm is
multiobjective; it tries to spread the population so that it approximates the full Pareto set.

Currently Guice is not used outside the opt-ga module in Cityopt; the web-client module uses a different
dependency injection framework from Spring.
7
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Decision variables can be real or integer. For crossover purposes variables of the same type in each
component are arranged into a vector ordered by variable name. Variables of different types or in
different components are independent in crossovers.
Each decision variable is given a range where it may vary. Constraints involving multiple decision
variables or even simulation results are also supported but should be avoided as much as possible,
as they tend to hinder performance. Constraints that involve simulation results are particularly
inefficient; these are called a posteriori constraints whereas those that can be checked before
simulation are a priori constraints. Scenarios are ranked as follows:
1. A priori constraint violations are compared first.
2. A priori feasible scenarios are simulated and a posteriori constraint violations are compared.
3. Feasible scenarios are ranked by objective values.
This ranking is only a partial order: a scenario dominates another if it is at least as good by all criteria
compared by the above rules and strictly better by at least one of them. Constraint violations and
objectives are not summed or aggregated in any way.
It is also possible to optimize CITYOPT problems via the rather technical but full-featured user
interface that comes with the Opt4J library. The included opt-runner Maven subproject can build a
Java application containing the full Opt4J library plus CITYOPT problem modules. This standalone
application has no access to the CITYOPT database: problems must be imported from files and
results cannot be written back to the database. The module Problem/CityoptFile specifies the input
files whereas Output/CityoptOutput allows rudimentary scenario output (decision variable,
constraint and objective values only).

1.2.6

Importing and exporting data

Simulation model import is implemented in the sim-eval module. The model is packaged as a zip
archive, which is stored as a blob in the database. Some of its content is interpreted by CITYOPT at
import or simulation time: the rest is just passed as is to the simulator.
Other import and export facilities are based on the CSV file format8. These are implemented in the
opt-ga module. This somewhat odd location is due to the first use of import being standalone testing
of Opt4J support, so they ended up in the same module. The CSV facilities also make some use of
Guice, thus keeping them in opt-ga avoids a Guice dependency in other modules. CSV input and
output are implemented with data binding provided by the Jackson library9. Using Jackson means
that we could in theory support JSON and other Jackson-supported formats such as XML. However,
our data binding classes are geared towards CSV and may be suboptimal for serialisation to other
formats. Only CSV support is provided in the web interface.
CSV is just a lexical syntax for representing a table. Additional structure needs to be imposed on the
table contents. We wanted to keep the table structures few and simple in order to facilitate working
with these formats also outside CITYOPT. We managed to keep it down to about two and a half
different structures, as described in Section 3.1.
The open source code of the CITYOPT planning tool can be found at
https://github.com/Cityopt/cityopt where future development will take place. The code has been
8
9

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4180
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson
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made available for anyone. However permanent changes made to tool has to be first approved by
official CITYOPT developers.

1.3 User guide
This chapter contains instructions how to use the basic features of the software. It also serves as a
description of the user interface of the software.

1.3.1

Quick start guide

First the user needs to have a user name and password to login to the application. Then he can quickly
start using the application by creating a project in the Create project page that asks some basic
information about the project. In the next Edit project page the user should upload the energy model
ZIP file that has all the parameters and data related to the energy site. After that the project will have
all the components and input and output parameters.
Then the user should create scenarios for the different test cases he needs. This is done in Create
scenario page, where each scenario should be created. At the Open scenario page user is able to
observe and open all the scenarios in the project. Each scenario should be modified so that it
represents a different test case. Otherwise all the scenarios are similar. The modification can be done
in the Edit scenario->Set input parameters page. There the input parameter values of any of the
components can be modified.
After the scenarios have been modified they can be simulated in the Edit scenario page. Simulation
starts in the background and takes a few minutes. The scenario simulation status in the page can be
refreshed by reloading the page. The scenario simulation results can be visualized in the visualization
pages. There are time series and summary charts that can be viewed. The user can see the time series
chart by selecting components and their output variables and adding them to the chart.

1.3.2

User accounts

CITYOPT planning software has user accounts for every user using the software. Users have also
different roles both global roles and project specific roles. Global roles are used to specify the general
user access level that define if the user is able to log in or not. Project roles are related to opening
and using a certain project in the software. Without a project role, the user cannot open a certain
project unless he has global admininstrator role. There are 4 levels of roles for both global and project
level: administrator, expert, standard, guest. Administrator user has no restrictions using the
application, he can also manage users of the application. This is done through the user interface User
management page. Expert user is not able to manage users in the application. Standard users have
more restrictions, some operations cannot be done. Guest users are only able to view data. Expert,
standard and guest users need project specific rights for each project they want to modify.

1.3.3

Projects

A project consists of the energy system that the user wants to optimize in the CITYOPT planning
software. It is based on a particular geographical location and energy consumption neighbourhood.
Project has all the related information as different parameter values that the user is able to edit.
Parameters include input, output and external parameters. Output parameter values are calculated
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in simulation based on the input and external parameters. Project also includes an energy model
from Apros software that is used in simulating the project and has usually many scenarios that can
be used to handle different parameter combinations when optimizing the project.

1.3.3.1

Creating a project

A project is created from the main menu link Create project and a screen shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1Figure 1 Create project page

1.3.3.2

Editing a project and its parameters

After the project is created the user is shown the Edit project page shown in Figure 2. There the basic
project data can be updated and the parameter pages can be accessed. Also an energy model can be
uploaded through this.

Figure 2 Edit project page

The project’s input parameters are usually edited in scenario level, but in project level the input
parameters can be assigned default values that are used by default when creating new scenarios.
These can be set by clicking Set (input and external parameters) button in the Edit project page.
This can be seen in Figure 3. For seeing the input parameters the user has to first select a component
that has input parameters.
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Figure 3 Project input parameters editing page

1.3.4

Scenarios

Scenarios are used for comparing different project cases. They usually have different parameter
values and produce different results because of that. When a scenario is simulated, its output
parameters will be calculated based on its input parameters. Scenario results can then be visualized
as different graphs. After simulation its input parameters are locked so that the results will be kept
valid. In optimization scenarios are compared and the best scenario is shown to the user. Also genetic
algorithm optimization is able to produce totally new kind of scenarios.

1.3.4.1

Creating a scenario

Scenario can be created selecting Create scenario from the main menu. This is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Scenario creation page

1.3.4.2

Editing scenario input parameters

Every scenario usually has different parameter values. They can be edited in the scenario parameters
page that is opened from the edit scenario page. Before the input values can be changed a component
must be selected from the left list shown in Figure 5. The component must have input parameters,
otherwise no input parameters are seen. The input parameters can then be edited in the right table
all at once. The values are saved when the Update button below the table is pressed.

Figure 5 Editing scenario input parameters

1.3.4.3

Simulating a scenario

A scenario can be simulated through Simulate scenario button in Edit scenario page. Simulation
calculates the output variable values for the scenario. After that the simulation is started in the
background. It usually takes a few minutes and the progress is shown in the Edit scenario page and
the chart pages. By reloading the pages the status is refreshed. After simulation the scenario input
parameters cannot be edited anymore. That way the results stay valid. If the input parameters need
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to be edited it is recommended cloning the scenario and editing the parameters for the cloned
scenario.

1.3.4.4

Multi-scenarios

Multi-scenarios can be used to create automatically many scenarios at once. The user has to define
the parameter values that will be varied and set the possible values the parameters can have. In the
software this is implemented through an algorithm called grid search that is used in the genetic
algorithm optimization page. Documentation how to use the grid serach algorithm can be found in
chapter 1.3.7.4.

1.3.5

Importing and exporting data

There are many different import and export functions in the UI that help transfering information
into the application and to other applications. The import functions take CSV files as an input and
the export functions generate CSV files for the user. The following functions have been implemented:
Import energy model
Import project file
Import scenario file
Import optimization set
Import optimization problem
Import external parameter
Import input parameter
Most of these functions can used be in the Import data page in the application as shown in

Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Import data page has many import functions

The application has also importing an external parameter function that is located in the Project
parameters page that is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Import external parameter function in the Project parameters page

Import an input parameter is done through the input parameter pages on project level called Project
parameters. Input parameter time series file can be imported for the input parameter as shown in
Figure 8. The name of the parameter must be exactly the same.
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Export functions that are implemented in the applications include:
Export project file
Export scenario file
Export external parameter sets file
Export simulation results file
Export metrics file
Export database optimization set file
Export genetic optimization set file
Export simulation model
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At the Export data page some of the export functions can be accessed as shown in

Figure 9.

Figure 9 Export data page for exporting project, scenario and external parameter sets files

Other export functions can be used from the related pages. Export simulation results is located in
the Edit scenario page, export metrics in the Metrics page, export database optimization set in the
Edit database optimization set page and export genetic optimization set in the Edit genetic
optimization set page.

1.3.6

Metrics

Metrics are mathematical expressions that are used in the application and in its calculations. They
can be created by the user and they can be visualized for example in Summary charts. The metrics
usually consist of different parameters, functions and mathematical operators.
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Creating a metric

A metric can be created from the Create metric button in the Metrics page. At the first step the user
is asked to build the wanted expression easily by adding the parameters in the lists, by adding
numbers and mathematical operators. This is done by clicking the related buttons. And when the
user has finished in the next step he is asked to edit the expression by hand and also to add possible
functions if needed. The available functions are listed in the page.

1.3.7

Optimization

The application has 2 possible kinds of optimization methods: database optimization and genetic
optimization. Database optimization is used simply to find the best existing scenario and the genetic
optimization is used to find the best possible scenario by going through totally new kind of scenarios
that are generated.

1.3.7.1

Database optimization

When there are many scenarios in the project, the database optimization feature can be used to find
the best scenario with respect to a specific metric, or a combination of metrics. For example, you
can find the scenario with the lowest energy costs. The optimization goes then through all the
simulated scenarios in the project and finds the best scenario.
You can also apply mathematical constraints to limit the search to a subset of scenarios. The search
settings are saved as a “Database optimization set”.

1.3.7.2

Creating an optimization set

To get started, select “Create optimization set” from the main menu, after which you need to enter a
name for the optimization set, and a description for future reference. The type of the optimization
set should be “Database search” by default.

After pressing “Create”, you enter the main database optimization page:
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Setting the objective function

The objective function is a mathematical expression that defines how the scenarios are compared.
Specifying the objective function is mandatory. At the simplest it is simply the name of an existing
metric, but it can also be a more general expression involving external parameters, input parameters,
output variables and metrics.
By pressing “Create” below the “Objective function” box on the main database optimization page,
you arrive at the objective function definition page (see below). You need to enter a name for the
objective function, which can then be used to access the same function later. The objective function
is defined as a mathematical expression in the Expression field. The objective function can be either
minimized (seeking the scenario with the lowest value), or maximized (seeking the scenario with the
highest value).
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If you have created a suitable objective function earlier, you can use it by selecting “Import” instead
of “Create” on the main database optimization page.
1.3.7.2.2

Setting constraints

Specifying constraints is optional. Constraints can be used to limit which scenarios are considered
in the search.
To input a constraint, press “Create” below the constraints table on the main database optimization
page. This leads to the constraint editing page:
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Each constraint must be given a name, which can then later be used to access the same constraint.
You need to enter a mathematical expression and either a lower bound or an upper bound, or both.
The example in the picture is the mathematical constraint
0

OSTERSUNDOM_BIG_1.A11_pipe_len

6000

where OSTERSUNDOM_BIG_1.A11_pipe_len refers to the A11_pipe_len input parameter in the
component OSTERSUNDOM_BIG_1. The component and metric tables on the page are
informational: they can be used to find the names of existing components, input parameters, output
variables and metrics, but the expression must still be entered manually. The expression may also
refer to external parameter values.
1.3.7.2.3

Running the search

To run the search, select “Run search” on the main database optimization page.
Note that the objective function and any constraints are evaluated using the external parameter
values that are defined in an “External parameter value set”. You can select the set via the main
database optimization page.
When the search completes, the main database optimization page shows the search results on the
right side:
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The Results table shows all the scenarios considered in the search. If there are no constraints, all
scenarios of the project are included. If there are constraints, then only those scenarios which satisfy
all constraints are considered. The second column of the Results table shows the objective function
value in each scenario. The Results table is ordered by the objective function value, from best to
worst.
The text below the Results table indicates how many scenarios were considered (were feasible), how
many violated constraints (were infeasible), and how many were ignored for other reasons. Some
scenarios may be excluded from the search because the objective function or constraints cannot be
evaluated – for example due to division by zero; the number of such failures is also shown.
You can see more details about the input, output and metric values in the scenarios by selecting
“Show” in the Results table.

1.3.7.3

Genetic algorithm

New scenarios can be automatically generated by a genetic algorithm which searches for input
parameter values that provide the best results, as measured by e.g. metrics. In addition to
maximizing or minimizing metrics, more general objective functions can also be defined.
Uninteresting combinations of parameter values and metrics can be ruled out from the search by
specifying constraints.
Please note that to find good scenarios, the genetic algorithm needs to perform a large number of
simulations (hundreds or thousands at the very least), which can take a long time. The genetic
algorithm saves all the scenarios that it simulates during the search, including scenarios that are not
very good in terms of the defined objective functions.
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If there is more than one objective function, then a solution is considered better than another if it is
better in terms of every objective function. Otherwise the solutions are non-comparable. The
solutions for which there is no consistently better solution are called Pareto-optimal.
Technically, the genetic algorithm performs multi-objective optimization, trying to simultaneously
maximize or minimize all of the specified objective functions. The algorithm maintains a population
of solutions (scenarios), and on each iteration selects a subset of them as parent solutions, which are
then combined randomly into offspring solutions. A limited subset of solutions from parents and
offspring is selected as the population for the next iteration of the genetic algorithm.
The genetic algorithm is based on the NSGA-II algorithm [Deb 2002] as implemented by the Opt4J
package [Lukasiewycz 2011, http://opt4j.sourceforge.net/].
1.3.7.3.1

Creating GA optimization set

How to run the genetic algorithm is defined in a GA optimization set. You can create one by selecting
“Create optimization set” from the main menu. After you have created optimization sets, you can
open an existing optimization set by selecting “Open optimization set”.
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After creating or opening a GA optimization set, the main genetic algorithm page is shown:

To run the algorithm, you need to define at least one objective function, one decision variable and
define the value of some model input parameter in terms of the decision variable. It is also advisable
to set the maximum runtime in the algorithm parameters. Constraints are optional, and the default
external parameter values of the project are used unless otherwise specified.
1.3.7.3.2

Setting objective functions

You can define a new objective function by selecting “Create” below the objective functions table.
The “Add” button lets you include an objective function that you have defined earlier.
To create an objective function, you need to specify
A name for the objective function for future reference.
An expression for computing the objective function value. The objective expression may refer
to named metrics, output variables, input parameters and external parameters.
The
expression should evaluate to a single integer or floating point value.
Whether the objective function should be minimized or maximized.
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Setting decision variables

The genetic algorithm operates by modifying the values of decision variables. For best results, there
should not be more than a few decision variables. Each decision variable is defined by selecting
“Create” below the decision variable table on the main genetic algorithm page. You need to specify:
A name for the decision variable. This name is used in expressions to refer to the variable.
Valid names consist of letters, underscores and numbers (see 3.9.5).
Whether the variable takes integer values or arbitrary floating point values.
Lowest allowed value for the variable.
Highest allowed value for the variable.
The lower and upper bound should be selected to describe the reasonable values of the variable as
tightly as possible, in order to avoid simulating irrelevant scenarios in the genetic algorithm.
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Setting model input parameters

In scenarios generated by the genetic algorithm, each input parameter can either be derived from
the value of a decision variable, or be a constant that does not vary between scenarios. The values
can be seen in the model input parameters table on the main genetic algorithm page, and they can
be edited by selecting “Edit” below the table. The edit page looks like follows:

The model component is selected at the top. For each input parameter you can enter either
A constant value of the correct type for the input parameter.
An input expression for computing the value of the input parameter. The expression may
refer to decision variables and external parameters by name. The same decision variable
may be used in multiple input expressions.
Additionally, it is also possible to enter
A list of constant values separated by comma, from which one value will be selected in each
scenario. In this case you must also select a group from the group column. The parameters
in the same group must have the same number of values listed, and their values will be
selected together (e.g. all get the second value in their list). If the group column is not active,
please press the “New group” button first.
The “New group” and “Delete Empty Groups” buttons can be used to create and delete groups.
1.3.7.3.5

Setting constraints

By default, the genetic algorithm can set each decision variable independently of each other, and all
scenarios generated are accepted as valid. Constraints can be used to limit the combinations of
different decision variables, as well as the kinds of scenarios generated. New constraints can be
created by selecting “Create” below the table of contraints on the main genetic algorithm page. You
can also select “Add” to include a constraint that you have created earlier. To define a constraint,
you need to specify:
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A name for the constraint for future reference.
A lower bound for the constraint expression.
A constraint expression that is evaluated for each scenario. If the value is not within the given
bounds, the scenario is discarded. The expression can refer to external parameters, decision
variables, input parameters and output variables by name.
An upper bound for the constraint expression.

It is important to note that if the constraint expression refers to output variables, then it can only be
evaluated after the scenario is simulated. Constraints that do not refer to output variables can be
evaluated before simulation, and are much more efficient.
Constraints should be used with care: the genetic algorithm does not directly consider constraints
when generating new decision variable values, and it can be problematic if nearly all possible
decision variable values end up being discarded because of constraints.
1.3.7.3.6

Running GA optimization

Before beginning, please check the maximum runtime in algorithm parameters.
The genetic algorithm is started by selecting “Run algorithm” on the main genetic algorithm page.
Note that if you have a relatively small number of decision variables that are all of integer type with
a limited range, you can also select the exhaustive “Grid search” algorithm as an alternative to the
genetic algorithm.
When the algorithm is running, you can see its status on the main genetic algorithm page. The
deadline is based on the maximum runtime defined in algorithm parameters, and that is
approximately when the algorithm will stop, if it does not converge to a set of optimal solutions first.
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As a result, the genetic algorithm generates new scenarios in the database. You can study the
scenarios via e.g. the visualization tools of the user interface, or simply by opening a specific scenario.
The following picture shows an example of the “Open scenario” page with scenarios generated by the
genetic algorithm. The name of each generated scenario is formed by appending a counter to the
name of the GA optimization set. The scenario description contains
The values of the decision variables
The status of each constraint: “ok” is the constraint is satisfied, or a number indicating how
much the constraint expression deviates from its lower or upper bound (the value is
respectively negative or positive).
The value of each objective function.

1.3.7.4

Grid search

The grid search algorithm iterates over all combinations of decision variable values and generates a
scenario for each combination. This section documents how to use the grid search algorithm for
generating scenario variations.
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The grid search algorithm can also be used as an alternative optimization algorithm to the genetic
algorithm, in particular when there are only few decision variables of interest. When using the grid
search for optimization, the instructions of the genetic algorithm in Section 1.3.7.3 apply.
1.3.7.4.1

Creating an optimization set

The input for the grid search algorithm is defined in a GA optimization set. You can create one by
selecting “Create optimization set” from the main menu. The type of the optimization set must be
set as “Genetic algorithm”.
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After creating or opening an optimization set, the main genetic algorithm page is shown. Here you
need to switch the type from “genetic algorithm” to “grid search” and press “Save”.

To run basic grid search, all you need to input is values for the model input parameters from the
“Edit” button below the model input parameters table. The objective functions, decision variables,
constraints and algorithm parameters can be ignored.
1.3.7.4.2

Setting model input parameters

In scenarios generated by basic grid search, each input parameter can either be selected from a list
of alternative values, or be a constant that does not vary between scenarios. The values can be seen
in the model input parameters table on the main genetic algorithm page, and they can be edited by
selecting “Edit” below the table. The edit page looks like follows:
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Note that in the picture two groups G1 and G2 have already been created via the “New Group” button.
The model component is selected via the drop-down list on the top.
In basic grid search, for each input parameter you can enter either
A value of the correct type for the input parameter, or
A list of alternative values separated by comma.
The right-most column of the table indicates the group in which each input parameter belongs to. A
group has to be selected for those input parameters that have more than one alternative value. Every
parameter in the same group has to have the same number of alternative values. You can create new
groups by selecting “New Group”, and remove unused groups by selecting “Delete Empty Groups”.
When the grid search algorithm runs, the parameters in the same group are varied together. For
example, in the picture above, the parameters A11_pipe_len, A12_pipe_len and A12_storage_h are
all in group G1, and the parameter Central_storage_h is alone in group G2. The parameters in group
G1 have two alternative values, and the parameter in group G2 has three alternative values. The grid
search algorithm generates the following 6 combinations of values in 6 scenarios:
Scenario

1

2

3

4

5

6

A11_pipe_len

5000

5000

5000

8000

8000

8000

A12_pipe_len

5000

5000

5000

10000

10000

10000

A12_storage_h

15

15

15

30

30

30

240

360

120

240

360

Central_storage_h 120

Note that the number of generated scenarios is the product of the sizes of the groups: in the example
case the group sizes are 2 and 3, and grid search generates 2 x 3 = 6 scenarios.
1.3.7.4.3

Running grid search

Grid search is started by selecting “Run algorithm” on the main genetic algorithm page. The
algorithm runs in the background and saves the generated scenarios in the database. You can study
the generated scenarios via e.g. the visualization tools of the user interface, or simply by opening a
specific scenario.
When the algorithm is running, you can see its status on the main genetic algorithm page. The
deadline is based on the maximum runtime defined in algorithm parameters. The status line
indicates how many scenarios have already been completed.

1.3.7.5
1.3.7.5.1

Algorithm parameters

Grid search

Users can control the grid search algorithm via the following parameters:
max runtime [minutes] forces the algorithm to stop after the specified time. Default

1000000 minutes.
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max scenarios forces the algorithm to stop after the specified number of scenarios has been

generated. The remaining combinations of decision variable values are ignored. Default
10000.
max parallel evaluations is currently not useful, because the number of parallel
simulations is limited by the simulation server back-end.
1.3.7.5.2

Genetic algorithm

If unlimited, the runtime of the algorithm is proportional to the number of generations times the
number of offspring per generation.
max runtime [minutes] forces the algorithm to stop after the specified time. The time is

only checked at the end of each generation, which may take relatively long depending on
population size. Default 1000000.
max parallel evaluations is currently not useful, because the number of parallel
simulations is limited by the simulation server back-end.
seed of the random number generator defines the random number sequence used by
the algorithm, so that the same results can be repeated in a new genetic algorithm run.
Default 1.
number of generations specifies the number of generations to be produced. Default 10.
Hundreds or thousands of generations are needed for the genetic algorithm to converge to
optimal solutions.
population size specifies the number of solutions to keep in the population. On each
generation, newly generated offspring replace worse members of the population. Default 100.
number of parents per generation specifies the number of best solutions to pick as
parent solutions for the next generation. Default 25.
number of offspring per generation specifies the number of new solutions to create
from parents on each generation. Default 25.
crossover rate specifies the fraction of input parameter values to take from one parent
solution, with the rest taken from another parent solution. Default 0.95

1.3.8

Visualization

The user is able to visualize the results of calculations in visualization pages: Time series chart,
summary chart and genetic algorithm chart. These pages can be opened when a project is opened
and one of its simulated scenarios have been opened. To see the genetic algorithm chart, a GA
optimization set must be opened and the optimization must have at least started. Final results can
be seen after the genetic algorithm has finished.

1.3.8.1

Drawing charts

The software has different type of charts that can be drawn. Time series charts can be drawn for time
series variables. Summary graphs can be drawn for single values when comparing scenarios and
metrics. Genetic algorithm chart is used when the user wants to view genetic algorithm results.
1.3.8.1.1

Time series chart

Time series chart can be drawn when there is an active project and scenario. The user should open
these first and also simulate the scenario if it is not simulated yet. After that the chart can be drawn
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when the user selects 1 or more output variables or external parameters. For seeing output variables,
its component must be first selected. The chart is then automatically drawn to the page after a
moment. A scatter plot chart type can also be selected from the chart type list.

Figure 10 Time series chart

1.3.8.2

Summary chart

A summary chart can be used for comparing single value metrics in different scenarios. To see a
scatter plot chart the user has to select 2 metrics (one for each axis) from the list and 1 or more
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(

Figure 11) After that the chart can be drawn by pressing Draw chart button. The chart draws one dot
for each scenario and they can be then easily compared againt the metrics. The default chart type in
the page is scatter plot, but a bar chart can also be selected. To draw a pie chart the user has to select
only one metric and at least 2 scenarios to get a meaningful pie chart. (

Figure 12)
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Figure 11 Scatter plot showing metrics values in scenarios

Figure 12 Pie chart showing metric values in scenarios

1.3.8.2.1

Genetic algorithm chart

Genetic algorithm chart can be drawn when a genetic optimization set is opened and the genetic
algorithm has already finished calculation. The results of the genetic algorithm can be seen when
pressing Show results button in the genetic algorithm page or selecting Genetic optimization chart
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from the main menu. After that the resulting scatter plot chart can be viewed. The user should select
1 or more scenarios and 2 objective functions before the chart can be drawn. The chart can be used
for comparing scenarios against different objective functions.

Figure 13 Genetic optimization results

1.3.8.3

Viewing table data

Time series table data can be viewed in the application. The data includes output variables that are
related the active scenario. The table data is located in the Time series table data page. The user
needs to select only the component and its output variable to view the table. (Figure 14) The values
can also be copied from the table to other applications.
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Figure 14 Time series table data

1.4 Database optimization with multiple objectives
1.4.1

Introduction

The database optimization describe in Subsection1.2.5.1 requires a single objective. However,
sometimes there are multiple conflicting objectives and you may want to explore the tradeoffs
between them by studying a set of simulated scenarios. The genetic algorithm described in
Subsection 1.2.5.2 is a tool for generating a set of scenarios for this purpose, geared towards specific
multiple objectives. It tries to find a set of solutions that would have something for all possible
preferences, favouring some objective at the cost of others as well as more balanced combinations.
For purposes of the present discussion we assume that a set of interesting scenarios has been chosen
and simulated. They do not have to be generated by the genetic algorithm.
To simplify the discussion we assume that all objectives are to be minimized. No generality is lost:
maximisation of f can be converted to minimisation of –f. The analysis here is performed entirely in
the space of objective values: input parameters etc. are not considered.
Once the studied scenarios have been selected and simulated, the first thing to do is to visualise the
tradeoffs by plotting objectives against each other. Each scenario appears as a point in these plots. If
there are two objectives, this gives the full picture of the tradeoffs to the extent visible from the
selected scenarios. More than two objectives are difficult to visualise: you’ll have to pick two to plot
and experiment with different choices. Database optimisation can be seen as a tool for finding
interesting points on these plots. In the two-objective case it may be enough to just look at the plot,
but with more objectives it is tricky because there are always objectives that are not on the plot.
The first screening for the scenarios is non-domination or Pareto optimality: if scenario a is worse
than scenario b in some objective ( : ( ) > ( )) and no better in any other objective
: ( )

( )), scenario b would be a better choice than a regardless which objectives are preferred. In this

case we say that scenario a is dominated by scenario b. The scenarios that a rational decision maker
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would choose from are the non-dominated ones, also called Pareto optimal. Which one of them
would be chosen depends on which objectives are preferred.

1.4.2

Scalarization

Because database optimisation requires a single objective, multiple objectives fi need to be somehow
combined into a single one, which we denote by F. This procedure is called scalarization. The first
approach that comes to mind is to sum them up, putting in some weights that can be tuned:
=

This linear scalarization is ostensibly intuitive but turns out not to work so well. Geometrically it
amounts to fixing the slope of a hyperplane (line in the case of two objectives), then seeing how low
you can place the hyperplane so that there is a scenario in it (but none below, else you could still
lower the hyperplane). The weights define the slope, the scenarios that end up in the plane are the
optima found by the database search. However, the Pareto front often looks something like Figure
15. There are points that are simply not reachable by this approach. Even if we could compute and
plot all possible input combinations for a continuous problem, there is no reason why the set of
attainable objective values would be convex. Another problem is that the scalarized objective
optimum tends to be rather sensitive to the weights, e.g, the three lowest points of Figure 15 are all
reachable with some weights but becaues they are almost in the same line, which point is reached is
very sensitive to the weights. If the weights are adjusted randomly, the scalarized optima tend to be
in the sharply upwards curved parts of the Pareto front. This is discussed further in Section 1.4.4.
Despite these difficulties linear scalarization has intuitive appeal and elaborate algorithms have been
developed for adjusting the weights.

Figure 15. The non-dominated scenarios found by a genetic algorithm run.

It may be easier to work with a maximum scalarization of the form:
= max(
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where w is a weight vector as before and z is a reference point. A geometric view of this is that you
choose a line in the objective space by fixing z, which the line passes through, and w, which defines
the direction. Then you place a huge rectangular box with one corner on the line, the opposite corner
at minus infinity, sides aligned with the coordinate axis. The corner on the line is placed as low as
possible so that there is a scenario on the surface of the box (but none inside). This scalarization is
able to reach any non-dominated scenario. A disadvantage is that it may reach dominated scenarios
if these are not filtered out as a separate step: only weak Pareto optimality is guaranteed, meaning
that there is no scenario strictly better than the found one in all objectives. However, database
optimization in the CITYOPT planning tools finds all optimal points of F. If a dominated scenario is
found also its dominating scenario will be found. Dominated scenarios can thus be eliminated by
comparing the optimal points with each other. An alternative is to combine maximum and linear
scalarization: adding a linear part with small positive weights excludes dominated scenarios while
remaining able to reach all non-dominated ones.
Sensitivity of the maximum scalarization optimum to the weights is fairly intuitive: the weights
specify a direction from the reference point, hence the nearer the scalar optimal scenario is to the
reference point, the less sensitive it is to the weights.

1.4.3

Using constraints

An alternative or additional technique for exploring the Pareto front is turning some objectives into
constraints. Choose an objective function and a target level
min( ), add the constraint
to the database optimization set, then either scalarize the remaining objectives or convert all but one
into constraints. This is also sometimes combined with linear scalarization so that objectives have
both target levels and weights. This allows reaching points that linear scalarization alone cannot
reach.

1.4.4

Sensitivity analysis of linear scalarization

We now describe how to compute a sensitivity analysis for a weight of the linear scalarization. Let
=

+

where f-1 is a linear combination of all the other objectives but the first. The weights therein are kept
fixed; we study how changing w1 affects the search result. Choose some weight
> 0 and optimise
F. If several optimal points with different fi are found, even the most minute change to w1 drives the
search towards one of the points or another. Thus sensitivity is infinite. Assume then that a unique
)
optimal point ( ,
) is found. Then we can determine an interval ( ,
so that any w1 in

the interval yields ( ,

). At

±

multiple optimal points appear; we shall also find those points.

Geometrically this amounts to finding the shape of the convex hull spanned by the scenarios in the
vicinity of ( ,
). ± can be obtained by solving the following optimisation problems:
= min

= max

<

<

These can ba solved with database optimisation. Note that the objective function is the same in both
problems; only its sense and the constraint are different. If either optimisation is over an empty set,
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we are at one end of the Pareto front and changing the weight in that direction is not going to change
the solution. Otherwise one of the optimal points of these problems is where optimisation of F will
)).
jump at the corresponding ± (it is the most distant one from ( ,

1.5 Summary of tests
1.5.1

Helsinki study case

The Helsinki study case is focused on two different cases: the Kalasatama case and the Östersundom
case. In Kalasatama, different electricity storage solutions have been of main interest, while in
Ostersundom, the focus has been on heat storage solutions. In both cases, the CITYOPT Planning
Tool has been used to examine the optimal storage solutions and evaluate different business
potential. In order to to improve the usability of the tool and collect feedback from potential users
and stakeholders, two user tests were also accomplished in the context of the case studies. First, a
user experience test was conducted on an early version of the tool. Later on, the user acceptance was
evaluated on a close-to final version of the tool. In the following, the user tests and the lessons
learned are described briefly. A comprehensive description of the methods used and the results
obtained are given in Deliverable 3.1: Helsinki demonstration (CITYOPT, 2016).
The user experience test was conducted in Espoo, Finland by Experientia and VTT between 5th and
9th October. The aim of the test was to detect early development problems and usability issues and
to fix them before a stable version of the CITYOPT Planning Tool was released. The tests were made
in form of interviews with potential users and stakeholders from the City of Helsinki, the City
Planning Department and representatives from Helen. In total, four interviews were made. In the
interviews, a usability test was made where the interviewees were asked to perform specific tasks
using the CITYOPT Planning Tool. Furthermore, the participants were also asked questions in order
to determine their satisfaction level with the tool.
The outcome of the user experience test showed that the tool was appreciated because it abstracts
from the many metrics and how they are connected together. However, a number of problems
affecting the user experience were also addressed in the interviews. These problems included e.g.
lack of guidance in the different screens of the tool and difficulties in manipulating the parameters
in the dataset district model file. All problems highlighted in the interviews were listed and given to
the development team. The fixes made were then included in the following release of the Planning
tool.
The user acceptance test was conducted in Helsinki by Experientia and VTT on 18th May 2016. The
aim of the test was to evaluate the usefulness of the tool and elicit unresolved problems in order to
fix them before the final development iteration of the CITYOPT Planning tool. The test was
performed in form of a workshop with one representative from each of the following user groups:
Energy providers (a representative of Helen)
External consultants (an external freelance consultant)
City planners (a representative of the City of Helsinki Planning Department)
In the workshop, the participants planned three different scenarios and simulated them using the
CITYOPT Planning Tool. During the workshop session, the participants were asked to give feedback
on the tool, suggestions for improvements and development opportunities.
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The workshop outcome showed that in general, the tool seems useful and the results of the optimised
scenarios were easy to interpret. However, the initial set-up (the creation of models) can require
considerable efforts and participants suggested that might not be worth for small projects to use the
CITYOPT tool for running simulations. The learnability of the tool seems to be quite high, but this is
compensated by high efficiency (i.e. once used with the tool it is easy to run simulations). No major
errors were observed during the workshop.

1.5.2

Vienna study case

The Vienna study case is based on three office buildings located on the 21st district of Vienna named
TECHbase, ENERGYbase and FUTUREbase. FUTUREbase is still under planning and therefore is
not already built. They lie in close proximity to the facilities of Rail Tec Arsenal GmbH (RTA). This
facility tests the operation of vehicles at low temperatures using for this purpose a climatic wind
tunnel of big dimensions. During these tests a huge amount of waste heat is rejected from the chillers
to the air employed to cold down the climatic wind tunnel.
The goal of the Vienna study case is to integrate the existing thermal energy supply systems with the
cooling system of RTA’s climatic tunnel in a thermal network that will make use of the waste heat to
cover the office buildings’ heating demand. In this study case the design of this district heating
network will be set including the requirements on thermal storage to match the time dependence of
waste heat production with the heat demand in terms of primary energy savings, CO2 emissions and
costs. CITYOPT Planning tool will be used as “laboratory testing” because of the implementation of
the infrastructure will not take place during the CITYOPT project scope. Therefore, CITYOPT
Planning tool will be used to assess the optimal design of the district heating network to integrate its
different elements (building, thermal storages, energy supply systems, Vienna district heating
network and waste heat from RTA).
In the Vienna study case several functionalities from tool will be used to set the optimal design for
the district heating network, among other, import a project, creation of the scenarios, cloning of
scenarios, run the simulation, database optimization, creating metrics and visualization of the
results.
Figure 16 represents the energy model developed in APROS which is used as template to set the
different configurations and scenarios for the Vienna study case.
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Figure 16: Energy model in APROS to be use in as template in the Vienna study case

From this template four configurations have been set. Table 1 presents the configuration and
scenarios tested under Vienna study case. Configuration A which study the connection of the
building, energy system, RTA and a water tank as thermal storage, Configuration B which is as
Configuration A but extended including a ground heat storage, Configuration C, which is as
Configuration A but connected to the district heating network with an additional office building and
Configuration D which is as configuration C including a ground heat storage. Configurations C and
D are developed to generalize the study case to increase its replicability and scalability. The direct
connection and disconnection of the elements of the study by the control system allows adopting the
template to different configurations.
Several scenarios have been defined to explore the optimal solution according to the configurations
previously defined. Two reference scenarios, where the buildings are working autonomously, have
been set together with 24 alternative scenarios which explore different possibilities for the design of
the Vienna study case. Three different sizes of high-temperature storage (HTS1 = 100 m 3, HTS2=
120 m3, HTS3= 150 m3) and three different sizes of low-temperature storage (LTS1= 1960 m3, LTS2=
2352 m3, LTS3= 2744 m3) making in total 24 configurations different configurations.
Table 1: Vienna Study case configurations

Configuration

TB, FB,
EB
buildings

A

X
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X

HTS1,
HTS2,
HTS3

C

X

X

X

HTS1,
HTS2,
HTS3

D

X

X

X

HTS1,
HTS2,
HTS3

LTS1,
LTS2,
LTS3
X
LTS1,
LTS2,
LTS3

X

In the Vienna study case, the limitation of the number of scenarios is constrained by the timing of
the simulation which is around 7 hours per scenario. For this reason, the optimum design for this
study case will be determined by the database optimization functionality. This optimization process
will identify which scenarios are performing the best in terms of primary energy consumption, CO2
emissions and Costs.
The analysis of these scenarios will bring several lessons in the design of this district heating network,
among others, guidelines for a better design for insulated district heating networks, how microdistrict heating networks are interacting with the main ones, how different energy supply
technologies which are feeding the same district heating network interact, which is the balance in
the design between low and high temperatures storages when they are linked to the same district
heating network or how to integrate a waste heat source which is supplying heat at different
temperature levels.
Finally, several workshops will be set to evaluate CITYOPT Planning tool from the technical point of
view, the usability and replicability of the results from the Vienna study case and the use of the tool
in other study cases.
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2 OPERATIONNAL TOOL
2.1 Introduction
The presentation of the CITYOPT Operational tool shows how the two main stake holders i.e. EDF
as electricity provider and NCA as administrator of the city can regulate the demand of electricity of
the customers belonging to a community and how they can be involved as much as possible.
Indeed, thanks to the administration tool developed with CITYOPT Operational tool, decisionmakers can monitor in advance the implication of end-users for an upcoming peak and see if the
projects are sufficiently sustained: in order to improve the participation of the community.

2.2 Tools and reference data for the management of
the Operational Tool
2.2.1

Global view

The Operational tool is managed by EDF with a front-end application for the administration of
alerts, households, equipment and projects.

For the administration of the operational tool, CITYOPT provides one tool to manage alerts and
equipment, projects and households. This tool is used by EDF to plan alerts and to update the list
of equipment and by NCA to change household’s information or to create or to update new projects
which can be funded by the community.
The results after the latest alert campaign can be analysed thanks to excel graphs displaying to the
administrators the result of 16 different KPIs (9 metrics and 7 global metrics).
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Metrics are divided in two categories: metrics and global metrics.
Metrics provide the decision maker with:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Date-Time of the peak.
Number of households that accepted to take part in the mission.
Number of households that reduced their consumption during the peak.
Number of households that increased/didn’t change their consumptions during the peak.
List of appliances selected in the strategy (appliance 1, # families, total kWh saved).
Total estimated gained points.
Total gained points (after matching load curve).
Visits to the CITYOPT app during the peak event.
Number of connections per dweller.

Global metrics provide the decision maker with:
1.
Average participation rate (i.e. how many missions participants accepted to take part. e.g.
“8 peaks out of 25”).
2.
Average successful participation rate. (i.e. how many missions participants accepted to take
part and reduced their consumptions during the peak. e.g. “8 peaks out of 25”).
3.
Average unsuccessful participation rate. (i.e. how many missions participants accepted to
take part but didn’t reduce their consumptions during the peak. e.g. “8 peaks out of 25”).
4.
List of owned appliances (appliance 1, # families).
5.
List of appliances selected in the strategy (appliance 1, # families, total kWh saved).
6.
Points bet on community projects
7.
Nr. of households who stopped taking part into missions before 30%/50%/70% of the alerts
has been issued.

2.2.2

Administration of the Operational Tool (back-end)

After the identification of the user, the main interface http://www.cityopt-nice.fr/admin/ presents
the 5 core actions that can be launched for alerts set up and households, projects, rate and
equipment edition.
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2.2.2.1

Main page

2.2.2.2

Administration of alerts
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This page is used to create and update an alert. The main page display the list of the alerts since the
first alert.
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The administrator defines the date/hour of beginning and the date/hour of publication.
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2.2.2.3

Administration of the list of equipment

The administrator can update the list of equipment.

Each equipment is characterized by the list of activities it belongs to (cooking, thermal comfort
etc.) and the number of points representing the impact on the energy savings when turn off.
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2.2.2.4

Administration of the list of households

The administrator can update the list of the participants (household) to the CITYOPT challenge..

Each households is identified by an unique id which is the customer identification number
provided by EDF.
The community for the challenge is NCA Nice Côte d’Azur. The name of the household can be
pseudonym.
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2.2.2.5
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Administration of the “crowd funded” projects

The NCA administrator can provide a list of projects that can be funded thanks to the energy saved
during the alerts.

The administrator defines the project with a name, a description, the total of points requested to be
fully funded and 3 pictures.
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2.2.3

Monitoring of KPI

2.2.3.1

List of KPI for administrators
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The monitoring of KPIs is provided by excel graphs after an extraction of data coming from the
operational tool database.
16 KPIs are calculated:
Metrics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Date-Time of the peak.
Number of households that accepted to take part in the mission.
Number of households that reduced their consumption during the peak.
Number of households that increased/didn’t change their consumptions during the peak.
List of appliances selected in the strategy (appliance 1, # families, total kWh saved).
Total estimated gained points.
Total gained points (after matching load curve).
Visits to the CITYOPT app during the peak event.
Number of connections per dweller.

Global metrics
1.
Average participation rate (i.e. how many missions participants accepted to take part. e.g.
“8 peaks out of 25”).
2.
Average successful participation rate. (i.e. how many missions participants accepted to take
part and reduced their consumptions during the peak. e.g. “8 peaks out of 25”).
3.
Average unsuccessful participation rate. (i.e. how many missions participants accepted to
take part but didn’t reduce their consumptions during the peak. e.g. “8 peaks out of 25”).
4.
List of owned appliances (appliance 1, # families).
5.
List of appliances selected in the strategy (appliance 1, # families, total kWh saved).
6.
Points bet on community projects
7.
Nr. of households who stopped taking part into missions before 30%/50%/70% of the alerts
has been issued.

2.2.3.2
2.2.3.2.1

Step of KPI calculations

Extraction of the CITYOPT operational tool database

The database of CITYOPT operational tool is designed has showed here under:
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The tables: action_plans (Bid) , alerts (Alert), alert_results (PeekResult), equipments
(Equipement), and famillies (Familly) can be extracted from the POSTGRES database at any time
before, during of after a peek alert is submitted. This procedure of extraction is realized manually.
Then the extraction of data is imported manually within a MySql environment where stored
procedures have been implemented (see SQL queries).
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Correlation of data with SQL queries

The following queries have been implemented to make the analysis of data possible.

Metric

SQL request - Metrics

1.

Date-Time of the peak :
SELECT name, date FROM `alerts` ORDER BY alert_id

2.

Number of households that accepted to take part in the mission:
SELECT name, COUNT(*) FROM `action_plans` A1, `alerts` A2 WHERE
A1.alert_id = A2.alert_id GROUP BY name ORDER BY A1.alert_id

3.

Number of households that reduced their consumption during the peak :
SELECT name, COUNT(*) FROM `alert_results` A1, `alerts` A2 WHERE A1.alert_id
= A2.alert_id AND points > 50 GROUP BY name order by A1.alert_id
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Number of households that increased/didn’t change their consumptions during the
peak:
SELECT name, COUNT(*) FROM `alert_results` A1, `alerts` A2 WHERE A1.alert_id
= A2.alert_id AND points > 50 GROUP BY name order by A1.alert_id

5.

List of appliances selected in the strategy (appliance 1, # families, total kWh
saved).
SELECT A.alert_id, B.nom, COUNT(A.family_id), round((B.points*7)/1000,1)
FROM cityopt.action_plans_split A, equipments B WHERE A.equipments_split =
B.ID GROUP BY A.alert_id, A.equipments_split ORDER BY A.alert_id,
A.equipments_split6.

6.

Total estimated gained points <By Alerts>
SELECT name, SUM(points) FROM action_plans A1, alerts A2 WHERE A1.alert_id
= A2.alert_id GROUP BY name order by A1.alert_id
Total estimated gained points <By households>
SELECT username, nick_name, SUM(points) FROM action_plans A1, families A2
WHERE A1.family_id = A2.id GROUP BY username order by A1.family_id

7

Total gained points (after matching load curve) <By Alerts>
SELECT name, SUM(points) FROM action_plans A1, alerts A2 WHERE A1.alert_id
= A2.alert_id GROUP BY name order by A1.alert_id
Total gained points (after matching load curve) <By households>
SELECT username, nick_name, SUM(points) FROM action_plans A1, families A2
WHERE A1.family_id = A2.id GROUP BY username order by A1.family_id

8

Visits to the CITYOPT app during the peak event.
SELECT A.name, count(B.quand) FROM alerts A, cityopt.cityopt_usage B where
B.quand between concat(substring(A.date,7,4),"-",substring(A.date,4,2),"",substring(A.date,1,2), ' 18:00:00') and concat(substring(A.date,7,4),"",substring(A.date,4,2),"-",substring(A.date,1,2), ' 20:00:00') group by A.alert_id

9

Number of connections per dweller
SELECT A.username, A.nick_name, count(*) FROM families A, cityopt.cityopt_usage
B where A.id = B.who_id group by who_id
Number of connections per dweller and by peak event
SELECT A.username, A.nick_name, B.name, count(*) FROM families A, alerts B,
cityopt.cityopt_usage C where A.id = C.who_id AND C.quand between
concat(substring(B.date,7,4),"-",substring(B.date,4,2),"-",substring(B.date,1,2), '
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18:00:00') and concat(substring(B.date,7,4),"-",substring(B.date,4,2),"",substring(B.date,1,2), ' 20:00:00') group by C.who_id, B.alert_id

Metric

SQL request – Global Metrics

1

Average participation rate (i.e. how many missions participants accepted to take
part. e.g. “8 peaks out of 25”).
SELECT B.username, B.nick_name, count(*), round(((count(*)/25)*100),0) FROM
cityopt.action_plans A, families B where A.family_id = B.id group by A.family_id

2

Average successful participation rate. (i.e. how many missions participants
accepted to take part and reduced their consumptions during the peak. e.g. “8
peaks out of 25”).
SELECT F.username, F.nick_name, count(*), round(((count(*)/25)*100),0) FROM
cityopt.action_plans A, families F, alerts C where family_id IN (select family_id
FROM alert_results B where A.alert_id = B.alert_id) and A.family_id = F.id and
A.alert_id = C.alert_id Group by A.family_id

3

Average unsuccessful participation rate. (i.e. how many missions participants
accepted to take part but didn’t reduce their consumptions during the peak. e.g.
“8 peaks out of 25”).
SELECT F.username, F.nick_name, count(*), round(((count(*)/25)*100),0) FROM
cityopt.action_plans A, families F, alerts C where family_id NOT IN (select family_id
FROM alert_results B where A.alert_id = B.alert_id) and A.family_id = F.id and
A.alert_id = C.alert_id Group by A.family_id

4

List of owned appliances (appliance 1, # families).
SELECT A.username, A.nick_name, B.Nom FROM cityopt.families_split A,
equipments B where A.equipments_split = B.id

5

List of appliances selected in the strategy (appliance 1, # families, total kWh
saved)
SELECT A.alert_id, B.nom, COUNT(A.family_id), round((B.points*7)/1000,1)
FROM cityopt.action_plans_split A, equipments B WHERE A.equipments_split =
B.ID GROUP BY A.alert_id, A.equipments_split ORDER BY A.alert_id,
A.equipments_split.

2.2.3.2.3

Data extracted are imported in an excel sheet file and displayed with excel figures.
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2.3 User guide
The front-end of operational tool is an Internet application which is ergonomic and intuitive.
Before delivering the application and the tablet pc to the NCA community, the household
representatives were trained to use the application.
The application is provided to the final end-user (EDF’s customer) with an online tutorial which
can be consulted in the Annex1.
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3 Annex - CITYOPT Planning tool
3.1 Frameworks
Various frameworks are utilized to support the development process. A brief introduction to the
main frameworks and utilities is set out below.
The Spring Framework provides a comprehensive programming and configuration model for
modern Java-based enterprise applications .
Spring Security provides authentication, authorization and further security features for enterprise
applications
Hibernate ORM is an object-relational mapping framework for the Java language, providing a
framework for mapping an object-oriented domain model to a relational database.
Apache log4j is a Java-based logging utility.
ModelMapper is an object mapping library that automatically maps objects to each other.
JFreeChart is an opensource framework which supports the creation of interative and noninteractive charts.
FasterXML

3.2 Repository
CITYOPT uses Spring JpaRepository for the implementation of repository classes. The @Repository
annotation marks a class as repository component and allows it to be added to the Spring IoC
container automatically (component scan needs to be specified in the configuration).
CITYOPT extends the generic JpaRepository interface to automatically implement CRUD operations
for repositories. For example:
@Repository
public interface ScenarioRepository extends JpaRepository<Scenario,Integer>{
}

When building its IoC container, Spring automatically creates an implementation of the
JpaRepository for the scenario model. When the ScenarioRepository is injected, methods like
findAll, save and delete can be used. (see http://docs.spring.io/spring-data/datajpa/docs/current/api/org/springframework/data/jpa/repository/JpaRepository.html
for
the
complete definition)

It is possible to add custom functionality to the repository by query methods, JPA Criteria API or
third party frameworks like Querydsl. CITYOPT only uses Query methods currently (29.06.2015).
The 3 different query methods include:
-

Queries by method name
Named queries
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@Query annotation

3.2.1

Queries by method name

Spring can automatically generate Queries out of the method name, when following naming
conventions. Therefore find…/get…/read… will indicate Query creation methods. The start of the
actual criteria is indicated by the “By” clause. Examples:
@Repository
public interface ProjectRepository extends JpaRepository<Project,Integer>{
prjname);

Project

findByName(String

List<Project> findByNameLikeIgnoreCase(String prjname);
List<Project> findByCreatedonBetween(Date from, Date to);
List<Project> findByNameContainingOrDescriptionContaining(String sc1, String sc2);
}

A detailed description of the keywords and their purpose can be found here:
http://docs.spring.io/springdata/jpa/docs/1.3.0.RELEASE/reference/html/repositories.html#repositories.query-methods

3.2.2

Named queries

Named queries can be added by annotations in the model classes or by a XML file. @NamedQuery
declares a named JPQL query, while native SQL is supported over @NamedNativeQuery.
@NamedQueries({
@NamedQuery(name = "Project.findByProjectName",
query = "select distinct p from Project p where Lower(p.name) like
CONCAT('%',Lower(:prjName),'%')"
resultClass = Project.class)
})
//call of the named query in ProjectRepository:
public List<Project> findByProjectName(@Param("prjName") String prjname);

The search for a named query method is performed before the query generation by method name. In
the above example, findByProjectName would also work if no named query is provided. (The query
is then generated by method name.)

3.2.3

@Query annotation

Queries can be directly added to the repository over the @Query annotation. It supports native SQL
and JPQL. The disadvantage compared to named queries is that the result is restricted to the model
class the repository is created for (therefore ProjectRepository can only return one Project or a
collection of Projects).
Examples
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@Query("select distinct p from Project p where Lower(p.name) like CONCAT('%',Lower(:prjName),'%')")
List<Project> findByNameContaining(@Param("prjName") String prjname);

@Query("select epv from ExtParamValSetComp e JOIN e.extparamval as epv "
+ "where extParamValSetID = :epvsid")
List<ExtParamVal> findByExtParamValSetId(@Param("epvsid") int epvsId);

@Query("select mv from MetricVal mv LEFT JOIN FETCH mv.scenariometrics scm "
+ "where mv.metric.metid = :metId and scm.extparamvalset.extparamvalsetid = :extParamSetId")
public
List<MetricVal>
findByMetricAndEParamSet(@Param("metId")
@Param("extParamSetId") Integer epvsId);

Integer

metId,

Queries that perform writing operations need to be annotated by @Modifying:
@Modifying
@Query("delete from ExtParamValSetComp e "
+ "where extParamValSetID = :epvsid and extParamValID = :epvId")
void removeExtParamValFromSet(@Param("epvsid") int epvsId, @Param("epvId") int epvId);

3.3 Services
Service components should contain the business logic of the application. In CITYOPT, they are also
responsible for the translation of Models DTOs and back. Services are annotated with the @Service
stereotype.

3.4 DTO
In CITYOPT we use modelMapper (http://modelmapper.org/) for DTO translations. It works
convention-based (e.g. naming convention) and needs very little mapping configuration in most
cases. When translating a type the first time, it creates an internal map which is cached for further
translations of the same types. Therefore it is good to share a ModelMapper instance across the
application. ModelMapper provides deep mapping. When mapping a model with its references to a
DTO, all references would be loaded eager in the DTO. For this reason, the DTOs should contain only
necessary data to keep the application efficient.

For example: When the UI should display a list of inputParameters together with their
componentname, it would be most efficient to implement a DTO like:

public class InputParamWithCompNameDTO extends BaseDTO{
@Getter @Setter private int inputid;
@Getter @Setter private String name;
@Getter @Setter private String defaultvalue;
@Getter @Setter private String componentName;
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}

When an InputParameter model is mapped to the InputParamWithCompNameDTO, modelMapper
detects that InputParameter contains a flied “component” and the component a “name” field.
Therefor it can map this DTO without explicit mapping information. Explicit mapping information
can be provided by a map, for the above case for example:
public
class
InputParamComponentMap
InputParamWithCompNameDTO>{

extends

PropertyMap<InputParameter,

@Override
protected void configure() {
map().setName(source.getName());
map().setComponentName(source.getComponent().getName());
}
}

For the best performance, it is possible to retrieve objects by omitting the OR mapping framework.
This
can
be
done
by
using
the
JdbcTemplate
and
RowMappers.
See
http://www.mkyong.com/spring/spring-jdbctemplate-querying-examples/ for examples, or the
eu.cityopt.repository. CustomQueryRepositoryImpl

As the DTOs should be kept as slim as possible, most of collections were not included in the DTOs
(except if they are always needed by the controller or view). As replacement for the references in the
DTOs additional service methods were necessary.

Example - Project.components
Instead of including the components of the project in the projectDTO, there is a service method to
retrieve a project’s components by the project’s id:
@Transactional(readOnly = true)
public List<ComponentDTO> getComponents(int prjid) {
Project item = projectRepository.findOne(prjid);
List<Component> components = item.getComponents();
return

modelMapper.map(components,

new

TypeToken<List<ComponentDTO>>()

{}.getType());
}

The project is retrieved from the repository. Then the project’s components are mapped to their
respective DTO type and returned. Collections types are specified by creating a guava TypeToken.
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3.5 Controller
Central to the Spring Framework is its inversion of control. Container, which provides a consistent
means of configuring and managing Java objects using reflection. The container is responsible for
managing object lifecycles of specific object creating objects and calling and initialization of the
methods. Objects created by the container are also called managed objects or beans. The container
can be configured by loading XML files or detecting specific Java annotations on configuration
classes.
Objects can be obtained by means of either dependency lookup or dependency injection. Dependency
lookup is a pattern where a caller asks the container object for an object with a specific name or of a
specific type. Dependency injection is a pattern where the container passes objects by name to other
objects, via constructors, properties, or factory methods.
The Spring Framework features its own MVC web application framework like Struts, Spring MVC is
a request-based framework. The Dispatcher Servlet class is the front controller of the framework
and is responsible for delegating control to the various interfaces during the execution phases of an
HTTP request. Controller in spring comes between Model and View to manage incoming requests
and redirect to proper response. It acts as a gate that directs the incoming information. It switches
between going into model or view.
The Spring Web model-view-controller framework is designed around a DispatcherServlet that
dispatches requests to handlers, with configurable handler mappings, view resolution, locale, time
zone and theme resolution as well as support for uploading files. The default handler is based on the
@Controller and @RequestMapping annotations. The @Controller annotation acts as a stereotype
for the annotated class, indicating its role. The dispatcher scans such annotated classes for mapped
methods and detects annotations and build beans based on the configuration given to Dispatcher
Servlet.
The Controller interface is explicitly designed to operate on HttpServletRequest and
HttpServletResponse objects, just like an HttpServlet. It does not aim to decouple itself from the
Servlet API, in contrast to, for example, WebWork, JSF or Tapestry. Instead, the full power of the
Servlet API is available, allowing Controllers to be general-purpose: a Controller is able to not only
handle web user interface requests but also to process remoting protocols or to generate reports on
demand.
In CITYOPT we used @RequestMapping annotation to map URLs to jsp pages. Typically the classlevel annotation maps a specific request path (or path pattern) onto a form controller, with additional
method-level annotations narrowing the primary mapping for a specific HTTP method request
method ("GET", "POST", etc.) or an HTTP request parameter condition.
In Spring MVC you can use the @PathVariable annotation on a method argument to bind it to the
value of a URI template variable. The @ModelAttribute annotation can be used on methods or on
method arguments in @ModelAttribute on a method indicates the purpose of that method is to add
one or more model attributes. Methods are used to populate the model with commonly needed
attributes for example to fill a drop-down with states or with pet types, or to retrieve a command
objects
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3.6 Localisation
In Spring the message source is an interface provides a functionality for retrieving messages. To
implement language functionality we used code parameter to retrieve the message’s information
from localization property files. The tagged information can be then translated into different
languages, by changing the source files where the tags are retrieved. One advantage to use this tag
library that you need to write one property file to localize application. Disadvantage is that it adds a
layer of additional complexity already complex spring java framework. And tag library naming
conventions define the usability of custom libraries.
Terminology doesn’t need to match the tag as long as the tag remains same. Tags are formatted in
simple. They also handle tooltips and error messages. In following example shows the format of files
comparison in English and Finnish.
Property files are located in CITYOPT folder.
CITYOPT\trunk\web-client\src\main\resources
-folder

messages_en.properties
show=Show
create=Create
user=User
tooltip_name=

messages_fi.properties
show=Näytä
create=Luo
user=Käyttäjä
tooltip_name=

Example of the property files used in spring messages.
Once the tag has been declared the source in JSP pages it requires a Spring tag library to be included
into project. To display the message you need to include a spring framework tag library.

<%@ taglib prefix="spring" uri="http://www.springframework.org/tags"%>
<spring:message code="tooltip_create_project_name"/>

Code example of the spring tag code.
You can also store spring messages as JSTL variables with its command to use it in other JSTL
functions. In following example we used label project name to be displayed in project name -tag.
Then we store another spring message tag into a JSTl -variable, and use that JSTL variable in form
input tooltip element. Those JSTL variables then can be used as part variables in more comples
HTML
code.
<%@ taglib prefix="spring" uri="http://www.springframework.org/tags"%>
<c:set var="tooltip_desingtarget"><spring:message code="tooltip_design_target"/></c:set>
Code example of the spring message stored in JSTL variable..
This language solution can be applied into any language, by changing the property file source or be
used to localize the application terminology customer’s terminology
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3.7 Security- CITYOPT Planning tool
Spring Security is a part of the spring –framework standard issue business security provider. Spring
Security's web infrastructure is based entirely on standard servlet filters. It deals in
HttpServletRequests and HttpServletResponses and doesn't care whether the requests come from a
browser, a web service client, an HttpInvoker or an AJAX application.
It doesn't use servlets or any other servlet-based frameworks. It provides both authentication and
authorization of the Java web application. It does not however provide any outside protection and
cyber security other than application security.
To utilize Spring Security you must include four Maven Dependencies spring –security-core, springsecurity-config , spring -security-web and spring-security-taglibs. Once you have included them you
must also add Web.xml configurations or they will be ignored by the servlet container. In Spring
Security, the filter classes are also Spring beans defined in the application context and thus able to
take advantage of Spring's rich dependency-injection facilities and lifecycle interfaces. Spring's
DelegatingFilterProxy provides the link between web.xml and the application context –security
configurations
Spring Security's web infrastructure should only be used by delegating to an instance of
FilterChainProxy. The security filters should not be used by themselves In theory you could
declare each Spring Security filter bean that you require in your application context file and add a
corresponding DelegatingFilterProxy entry to web.xml for each filter, making sure that they are
ordered correctly, but this would be cumbersome and would clutter up the web.xml file quickly if
you have a lot of filters. FilterChainProxy lets us add a single entry to web.xml and deal entirely
with the application context file for managing our web security beans. It is wired using a
DelegatingFilterProxy, just like in the example above, but with the filter-name set to the bean
name “filterChainProxy”. The filter chain is then declared in the application context with the same
bean name.

3.7.1

Authentification

CITYOPTs spring security has been configured to use JDCB based custom login.jsp page to login into
the system. In practise when user is entering any url domain to CITYOPT system Spring security is
basically a filter system that is redirecting user from any URL- to login page to require
authentication. Then the system evaluates user credentials based on the values that user enters in
the Spring security tagged forms.
When the user submits credentials, system evaluates the credentials entered based on the database.
If the credentials are sufficient, authentication system authenticates the user and grant access into
the system and assign the user’s roles based on the user authorization global role and project roles.

3.7.2

Authorization

User management page is a administrative operative page that handles the user accounting.
CITYOPT system’s authorization is based on user’s roles. Roles define the degree user may influence
the system. There are also two different concepts. Global and project based user roles. Global role
defines your basic rights in the application. And project role defines the rights within the project.
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When the user has access to the system, he has been assigned at least one global role that is used to
authenticate user and define basic rights to use system. That global role tells what kind of rights user
basically has in the system. In addition to global role user may have project roles that define the
projects user is allowed to be working with.
If the authenticated user’s rights for an action are not suitable an exception is thrown, it causes
permission evaluation to fail and the user is redirected “404 access denied” page.

3.7.3

Definitions of user Roles and their usage.

For each action in the application user needs access right. All the different actions require also a
global and project related role, although some actions are not related to projects and doesn’t need
project related roles. All the different actions and the required global and project roles are listed in
Error! Reference source not found.. Green color in the table means the action is allowed, red
color means it is not allowed and grey color means it is not relevant.
Here are the roles briefly:
Administrators have unlimited access to all type of data and functionalities in the software
including editing, optimization and visualization. He also manages other users’ profiles.
Expert user is allowed to create and modify projects, has unlimited access to operational data
within the assigned project and functionalities except user management.
Standard users are allowed to work on projects within assigned projects e.g. creating
scenarios, visualizing the results, but not performing optimizations
Guests are only allowed to visualize and view the data.
Table 2 Required global and project user roles for each action in the application.

Group
Login
Project
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Operation
Login
Create project
Clone project
Open project
View basic info and parameters
Edit project info
Create component
Edit component
Create input parameter
Edit input parameter
Remove input parameter
Create external parameter
Edit external parameter
Remove external parameter
Export external parameter
Create external parameter set
Select external parameter set
Edit output variable unit
Remove project
Import energy model
Import project data
Import database optimization set
Import genetic optimization set

Minimum global role
Admi Exper Standar
n
t
d

Gues
t

Minimum project role
Admi Exper Standar
n
t
d

Gues
t
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Import scenarios
Import external parameter
Export project
Export scenarios
Export external parameter set
Export metric
Export external parameter
View metrics
Create metrics
Clone metric
Edit metric
Remove metric
Scenario
Create scenario
Clone scenario
Open scenario
View basic info and parameters
Edit scenario info
Export simulation results
Simulate scenario
Change simulation dates
Edit input parameter values
Remove scenario
Optimization
Create optimization set
Open optimization set
Clone optimization set
View basic info and parameters
Edit optimization set
Remove optimization set
Database optimization Export optimization set
Start database optimization
Edit objective function
Edit constraints
Set external parameter set
Genetic optimization Import optimization problem
Export optimization problem
Start genetic optimization
Edit objective function
Edit constraints
Edit decision variables
Set external parameter set
Edit model input parameters
Edit algorithm parameters
View running genetic optimizations
Abort running genetic optimization
Visualization
View time series chart
View summary chart
View genetic optimization chart
View time series table
User management
View users
Create user
Edit user
Remove user
Edit role
Create role
Remove role
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View units
Create unit
Remove unit

3.8 The two and a half CSV formats of CITYOPT
Planning tool
3.8.1

Introduction

CITYOPT import and export services use two different kinds of CSV files: one for time series and one
for everything else. Actually there are two variants of the second format: a simple one, which can
provide data for a single scenario and external parameter set, and an extended one able to contain
data for multiple scenarios and external parameter sets.

3.8.2

General syntax and structure

Comma is used as the field (column) separator. The decimal point is used. No commas or spaces may
appear in numbers. It may take some effort to make a spreadsheet program produce this format.
Changing locale settings often helps.
Each CSV file is parsed as a list of records with each record a list of fields as specified in RFC 4180.
In particular RFC 4180 defines how quotation marks are interpreted. Fields are then parsed
according to type:
Numbers are in JSON format.
Timestamps can be given in ISO 8601 format or as numbers. Numbers are interpreted as
seconds from the time origin of the simulation model.
Lists are given as JSON arrays: enclosed in brackets, values separated by comma. ISO 8601
timestamps in lists are given as JSON strings, i.e., surrounded by quotes. As with all fields,
RFC 4180 quoting must be applied on top of that. There will be quite a few quotation marks
when it is all done:
"[""2015-10-15T00:00Z"", ""2015-10-15T01:00Z""]"

Expressions are in the Python language. There is separate documentation about those.
For strings there is no more processing after RFC 4180 quoting rules.
The header line defined as optional in RFC 4180 is required by CITYOPT: the first row of each file
consists of field names, parsed as strings. Fields are identified by these names and may thus be in
any order. Fields with unrecognized names are ignored, but future versions of the file formats may
recognize new field names.

3.8.3

Single scenario data

Single scenario data files have the following fields: kind, component, name, type, value, unit,
lower, upper and expression. Note that the names are all in lowercase. kind defines which kind
of item each row represents, and name names the item. These two fields are mandatory for every
row. Which other fields are required depends on kind. Possible values for kind are:
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in

Input parameter. component is required. type, unit and either value or expression
may be present. expression is used in optimisation problem definitions and defines the
value of the input parameter in terms of external parameters and decision variables.

out

Output variable. component and type are required, unit is optional. value may be
given for importing externally computed simulation results.

ext

External parameter. type is required, unit and value optional.

met

Metric. type is required. unit, expression and value may be present. Metric values
cannot currently be imported, thus value is only used when metric values are exported.
expression may refer to inputs, outputs and external parameters.

dv

Decision variable. These are used in scenario generation. component may be present,
type is required and must be Integer or Double. lower and upper give the bounds of
the variable; if either is absent, the variable is unbounded in that direction. If present, the
bounds must be of the indicated type.

con

Constraint. Used in optimisation. expression and either or both of lower and upper
are required. The constraint is lower expression upper if both bounds are given,
otherwise just a single inequality. The bounds are of type Double, expression should
evaluate to Double or a time series: if a time series, the bounds are required to hold at all
times.
For database optimisation expression may refer to external parameters, inputs, outputs
and metrics. For the genetic algorithm references to decision variables are also allowed.
Constraints that do not refer to outputs or metrics are much faster to check for the genetic
algorithm because no simulation is needed. For database optimisation there is no
difference.

obj

Objective function. Used in optimisation. type is required and contains the objective
sense (min or max) instead of the datatype, which is always Double. expression is also
required and may refer to the same objects as constraints. Database optimisation must
have a single objective but the genetic algorithm may have several.

Some kinds of items (inputs and outputs) are associated to components, while others (everything
else except decision variables) are not. Decision variables may be associated with a component or
not. name and, if given, component must be valid Python identifiers. The qualified name of an
item is “component.name” if the item is associated with a component, otherwise just name. No two
rows with the same kind and qualified name may be present in the input.
Many objects have a datatype indicated by type, which is one of Integer, Double, String,
Timestamp, TimeSeries/step, TimeSeries/linear, List of Integer, List of Double, List
of Timestamp or Dynamic. The first four scalar types and lists are parsed as described in General
syntax and structure. Dynamic is parsed as a Python expression. The two time series types require a
list of times and data values from a separate file. TimeSeries/step is a zero-order hold, i.e., a value
given for some point in time remains in effect until the next given time, at which it is replaced by a
new value. TimeSeries/linear is continuous with linear interpolation between the given times. For
time series value is the name of a field in the time series file. If not given, it defaults to the qualified
name of the item.
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When values are imported, the scenario and external parameter set names must be specified in the
user interface as they are not named in the file.

3.8.4

Multi-scenario data

Data for multiple scenarios or external parameter sets may be given in a variant of the single scenario
format. This multiscenario format adds two new fields: scenarioname and
extparamvalsetname.
scenarioname
is
required
for
inputs
and
outputs,
extparamvalsetname for external parameters, and metric values include both new fields. Only
these kinds can be exported in the multiscenario format. Only inputs and outputs (not metric values)
can be imported. Other kinds are ignored. type must be the same for all rows referring to the same
variable. Explicit time series keys (given in the value field) must be used to distinguish scenarios
and external parameter sets. Export uses “qualified name@scenario,extparamvalset” but the default
for import is still just the qualified name.

3.8.5

Time series

Time series files must have a field named timestamp, which contains timestamps as described in
General syntax and structure. Other fields contain series values and are referenced by name from
the value fields of Single scenario data or Multi-scenario data (value defaults to the qualified name
of the item). Time series values are floating point numbers (type Double). Values may be omitted
from some rows, causing the series not to have a point at that time.

3.9 CITYOPT Planning Tool Expression Language
3.9.1

Introduction

The CITYOPT Planning tool lets users enter the evaluation metrics, constraints and objective
functions as mathematical expressions. This document covers the data types and functions available
in the expressions.
Technically the expression language is the programming language Python (see
http://www.python.org/), version 2.7. It is not necessary to understand Python in order to enter
mathematical expressions in the CITYOPT Planning tool.

3.9.2

Expression usage

Metrics are summary values on the basis of which scenarios are analyzed and visualized. For
example, the total operational costs in €, or the total reduction in CO2 emissions in kg could be two
metrics of interest. A metric expression defines the value of an evaluation metric in terms of model
input parameters, output variables, and external parameters.
In addition to metrics, constraints and objective functions are used in the database optimization and
scenario generation (genetic algorithm) features of the CITYOPT Planning tool. A constraint
expression bounds the allowed values of model input parameters before simulation, or the
acceptable values of output variables and metrics after simulation. Instead of entering explicit
inequalities or equations, users enter a constraint expression and then a numerical lower bound and
upper bound defining the valid range of expression values.
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An objective function expression defines an objective function for optimization, in terms of input
parameters, output variables, and metrics. In scenario generation by genetic algorithm, multiple
objective functions can be used.
In some cases it is necessary that the scenario generation modifies multiple input parameters in a
dependent manner, e.g. one input parameter should always be double the value of another. For this
purpose, in scenario generation an input parameter can be defined via an input expression that
depends on decision variables and external parameters.

3.9.3

Named parameters and variables

The following data can be referenced by name in expressions:
External parameters are time series data such as cost coefficients or CO2 emission parameters that
can be used in constraint, metric and objective function expressions, but not inside a simulation
model.
Decision variables are the values decided by the genetic algorithm (or other optimization algorithm)
in scenario generation. They can be used in constraint and input expressions only. A decision
variable can be defined with a name of its own, or it can share a name with an input parameter; in
the latter case the decision variable is referenced via a component name as described below.
Input parameters are input values for a simulation model. Each input parameter is associated with
a specific model component and must be referenced in the form C.I where C is the component name
and I is the input parameter name. Input parameters can be used in constraint, metric and objective
function expressions.
Output variables are time series data exported from a simulation model. Each output variable is
associated with a model component and must be referenced in the form C.O where C is the
component name and O is the output variable name. Output variables can be used in constraint,
metric and objective function expressions.
Metrics are available in constraint and objective function expressions.
A summary of which named parameters and variables can be used in which expressions is shown in
the following table. Y indicates that a parameter or variable can be used in an expression.
Table 3 The named parameters and variables that are available in each kind of expression.

Named
or variable

parameter

Expression
Input

Constraint

Metric

Objective

External parameter

Y

Y

Y

Y

Decision variable

Y

Y

-

-

Input parameter

-

Y

Y

Y

Output variable

-

Y

Y

Y

Metric

-

-

-

Y
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Data types

The following data types can be used for named parameters and variables.
Double – Most numerical values in the system are decimal numbers represented as IEEE double
precision floating point values. They have approximately 15 digits of precision and can range in
magnitude from 10-308 to 10308. Corresponds to the Python type float.
Integer – Integers are stored as signed 32-bit machine integers, with a valid range from
–2 147 483 648 to 2 147 483 647. As Python supports arbitrary precision integers, integers may exceed
the valid range within expressions, and yet cause a failure when attempting to store the result.
Corresponds to the Python type int.
Timestamp – Moment of time (date and time), stored as a double precision floating point number
indicating the number of seconds from the time origin of the simulation model. For convenience,
input values can be represented as human-readable strings in the ISO-8601 standard format YYYYMM-DDThh:mm:ss, e.g. 2015-12-24T23:59:59. Corresponds to a simulation time value of Python
type double.
String – Text string parameters can be passed to simulation model components and used in
expressions. Corresponds to the Python type str.
TimeSeries/step – A time series stored as a sequence of points (time, value), considered as a
piecewise constant function from time to value. Between two defined points, the value is defined by
the point with a smaller time coordinate. Outside the range of defined points the value is 0. Both
times and values are of type Double. Represented by a CITYOPT specific Python class TimeSeries.
TimeSeries/linear – A time series stored as a sequence of points (time, value), considered as a
piecewise linear function from time to value. Between two defined points, the value is defined by
linear interpolation. Outside the range of defined points the value is 0. Both times and values are of
type Double. Represented by a CITYOPT specific Python class TimeSeries.
List of Double – List of decimal numbers, each of type Double as described above. Represented
as a sequence of comma-separated values in brackets, e.g. [1.0, 2.0, 3.0]. Corresponds to the
Python type list.
List of Integer – List of integers, each of type Integer as described above. Represented as a
sequence of comma-separated values in brackets, e.g. [1, 2, 3]. Corresponds to the Python type
list.
List of Timestamp – List of timestamps, each of type Timestamp as described above. Represented
as a sequence of comma-separated strings in brackets, e.g. [“2015-12-24T23:59:59”, “2016-0101T12:00:00”]. Corresponds to the Python type list.

3.9.5

Valid names

User-defined names may contain only underscore characters, letters from A to Z in both lower and
upper case, and numbers. A name cannot begin with a number. All other characters are disallowed.
For example, the following names are valid: boiler_temp, pipeLength, f3.
The Python keywords listed in Table 5 are reserved, and cannot be used as the names of components,
external parameters, input parameters, output variables, or metrics. The same applies to the global
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identifiers listed in Table 6, although they can be used as names of input parameters and output
variables.

3.9.6

Arithmetic operators

The following arithmetic operators are available in expressions: + - * ** / // %
The operator ** is exponentiation, e.g. 2**3 evaluates to 8.
The operator // is floor division: a//b evaluates to floor(a/b), such that e.g. 11//4 returns 2. Note
that the operator / is floating point division even for integer arguments: 11/4 is 2.75.
The operator % is modulo: a%b evaluates to a-(a//b)*b, such that e.g. 11%4 returns 3.
The above arithmetic operators are also defined for time series, and are applied to the values of the
time series. For example, if ts is of type TimeSeries, then ts+2 results in a time series defined at
the same time points with values 2 larger than the values of ts.
When both arguments of an arithmetic operator are time series, the operator is evaluated at time
coordinates where either argument is defined, interpolating if necessary. Considering time series as
continuous functions, the result is exact for addition and subtraction, and only approximate for other
operators such as multiplication. 10

3.9.7

Time series access

When working with TimeSeries objects, times can be represented either as simulation time, defined
as the number of seconds since the simulation model specific time origin, or as datetime objects as
defined in the Python standard library [2]. The global function todatetime constructs a datetime
object from a simulation time value, and the global function tosimtime converts a datetime into a
simulation time value.
The domain of a time series refers to the time interval from the first defined point to the last defined
point.
In the following table ts is a TimeSeries object. You can substitute ts with any expression that
returns a time series: For example, the product of two time series a and b can be integrated with an
expression such as integrate(a * b, 0, Infinity).
Table 4 Expressions that can be used to work with time series.

Expression

Description

integrate(ts, t0, t1)
integrate(ts,
t0, t1, scale)

Integral from t0 to t1 with the time unit scale (default 1).
Essentially, the integral is computed with a time unit of 1 second, and
the result is divided by scale. The arguments t0 and t1 can be
simulation time values or datetime objects.

The results of addition and subtraction are exact even in cases where the result is discontinuous: When
performing arithmetic between a step function to a piecewise linear function, at each point of discontinuity
the left limit value and the right limit value are computed separately. At the discontinuity point, the time
series value is equal to the right limit value.
10
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Expression

Description

min(ts)

Minimum value of the time series over its domain: in other words,
the value 0 outside the domain is ignored.11

max(ts)

Maximum value of the time series over its domain.

mean(ts)

Mean value of the time series over its domain, considering the time
series as a continuous function.

var(ts)

Variance of the time series over its domain, considering the time
series as a continuous function.

stdev(ts)

Standard deviation of the time series over its domain, considering the
time series as a continuous function.

ts.slice(t0, t1)

Returns a time series that is equal to ts from time t0 up to time t1,
and 0 elsewhere. The arguments t0 and t1 can be simulation time
values or datetime objects.

ts.at(times)

Computes the time series values at the specified times, using
interpolation if necessary. The argument times can be a sequence
of simulation time values or datetime objects. The method returns
an array of doubles.

ts.times

Array of doubles specifying the defined time points in simulation
time.

ts.datetimes

An alternative representation for ts.times: List of datetime objects
specifying the defined time points.

ts.values

Array of doubles containing the time series values at the defined
points.

ts.iter()

Iterator over (time, value) pairs. Can be useful for non-trivial time
series manipulation especially in conjunction with the time series
constructors TimeSeries.step and TimeSeries.linear.

TimeSeries(degree,
times, values)

Constructs a new TimeSeries instance from given data.
degree is 0 for piecewise constant, 1 for piecewise linear

interpolation
times is either a sequence of simulation time values or a sequence of

datetime objects
values is a sequence of floating point numbers.
TimeSeries.step(
iterable)

Constructs a new TimeSeries instance that uses piecewise constant
interpolation. The argument is either an iterable of (time, value)
pairs or an iterable of (datetime, value) pairs.
Example:
TimeSeries.step((t+1, 2*v) for (t,v) in ts.iter())

11 Since TimeSeries is intentionally not an iterable object, the built-in Python min and max functions are
overridden by a CITYOPT specific function that has special support for time series.
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Expression

Description

TimeSeries.linear(
iterable)

Constructs a new TimeSeries instance that uses piecewise linear
interpolation. The argument is either an iterable of (time, value)
pairs or an iterable of (datetime, value) pairs.

3.9.8

Functions

The global functions, constants and modules that can be safely used in expressions are listed in Table
5. In addition to the standard Python types int, float, bool, str, list, set, dict and function,
in Table 5 any refers to any type, number is any numerical type, and iterable is any iterable type
such as list or set. Function argument types are shown in the Identifier column and result types
in the Type column. For full details, see the Python standard library documentation for built-in
functions and the indicated Python modules [2].

Table 5 Global functions, constants and modules.

Identifier

Type

Description

abs(int)

int

Absolute value

abs(float)

float

Absolute value

acos(float)

float

Arc cosine in radians.

Module

math

Fails for arguments outside [-1, 1].
all(iterable)

bool

Whether all elements of the iterable are true

any(iterable)

bool

Whether any element of the iterable is true

asin(float)

float

Arc sine in radians. Fails for arguments outside [- math
1, 1].

atan(float)

float

Arc tangent in radians

math

atan2(float,
float)
bool(any)

float

Arc tangent in radians for given (y, x) coordinates

math

bool

Boolean constructor: True for nonzero argument

ceil(float)

float

Ceiling function

math

cityopt

module

Functions of project CITYOPT

cityopt

cmath

module

Mathematical functions for complex numbers

cmath

cos(float)

float

Cosine

math

cosh(float)

float

Hyperbolic cosine

math

datetime(int,
int, int, …)

datetime

datetime constructor from given year, month, day, datetime
hour, minutes, seconds. Omitted hours, minutes
or seconds are interpreted as 0.
Example: datetime(2014,3,31, 23,59,59)

DAY_S

int

Day in seconds: equal to 86400.

dict(…)

dict

Dictionary constructor
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Identifier

Type

Description

enumerate(
iterable)

iterable

Pairs indices 0, 1, … with iterable elements.

exp(float)

float

Exponential function, equivalent to e**x

False

bool

Boolean constant

float(any)

float

Float constructor from numerical or string
argument.

floor(float)

float

Floor function

math

HOUR_S

int

Hour in seconds: equal to 3600.

cityopt

hypot(float,
float)

float

Hypotenuse

Infinity

float

Floating point infinity. Equal to float(‘inf’)

int(any)

int

Integer constructor from numerical or string
argument

integrate(
TimeSeries,
float,
float,
float)
itertools

float

Integration of time series over an interval

cityopt

module

Functions for building and combining iterators

itertools

len(iterable)

int

Length of a sequence

list(iterable)

list

List constructor

log(float)

float

Natural logarithm

log(float, float)

float

Logarithm in the base given by the second math
argument

map(function,
iterable)
math

list

Mapping of a sequence through a function

module

Mathematical functions for real numbers

math

max(TimeSeries)

float

Maximum of a time series over its domain

cityopt

max(iterable)

number

Maximum element of a sequence

max(number, …)

number

Maximum of the given arguments

mean(TimeSeries)

float

Mean value of time series over its domain

cityopt

mean(iterable)

float

Mean value of a sequence

cityopt

min(TimeSeries)

float

Minimum value of a time series over its domain

cityopt

min(iterable)

number

Minimum element of a sequence

min(number, …)

number

Minimum of the given arguments

MINUTE_S

int

Minute in seconds: equal to 60.

NaN

float

Floating

Module

Returns a sequence of tuples (index, element).

of

right

triangle,

equals

math

sqrt(x**2 + y**2)

point

cityopt

math

Not-a-Number.

float(‘nan’)
None

NoneType

Special null value

pow(number,
number)

number

Power function. Equivalent to x**y
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Identifier

Type

Description

range(int)

list

List from 0 up to argument–1

reduce(function,
iterable, any)

any

Iterates a two-argument function over a sequence.

Module

Example: reduce(f,

[1,2,3],
f(f(f(-1, 1), 2), 3).

Example:

reduce(f,

-1) returns

[1,2,3])

returns

f(f(1, 2), 3).
reversed(iterabl
e)
round(float)

iterable

Returns a sequence in reverse order

float

Rounds a number to the closest integer

round(float, int)

float

Rounds a number to the given number of decimal
places after the decimal point

set(iterable)

set

Set constructor

sin(float)

float

Sine

math

sinh(float)

float

Hyperbolic sine

math

sorted(iterable)

list

Returns a sequence in sorted order

sqrt(float)

float

Square root. Fails for negative arguments

math

stdev(
TimeSeries)
stdev(iterable)

float

Standard deviation of a time series

cityopt

float

Sample standard deviation of a sequence

cityopt

str(any)

str

String constructor

sum(iterable)

number

Sum of sequence elements

tan(float)

float

Tangent

math

tanh(float)

float

Hyperbolic tangent

math

timedelta(
float, float)

timedelta

timedelta constructor from number of days, and datetime
optionally seconds.

todatetime(
float)

datetime

Converts a simulation time value into a datetime cityopt
object. Inverse of tosimtime(datetime).

tosimtime(
datetime)

float

Converts datetime object to a simulation time cityopt
value. Inverse of todatetime(float).

tosimtime(
str)

float

Converts ISO-8601 formatted string such as cityopt
“2015-06-19T21:30:00” to a simulation time
value.

TimeSeries

TimeSeries constructor

True

TimeSerie
s
bool

Boolean constant

tuple(any, …)

tuple

Tuple constructor

var(TimeSeries)

float

Variance of a time series

cityopt

var(iterable)

float

Sample variance of a sequence

cityopt

xrange(int)

iterable

Sequence from 0 up to argument – 1.
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Identifier

Type

Description

zip(iterable, …)

list

Combines given iterables into one iterable of
tuples.
Example:

zip([1,2,3],
[(1,9), (2,8), (3,7)]

Module

[9,8,7])

_datetime

module

Functions for date and time manipulation

__builtin__

module

Built-in Python functions

3.9.9

returns
datetime
__builtin__

Reserved Python keywords

Python keywords cannot be used as user-defined names. All keywords of Python 2.7 are listed in
Table 6. The table includes a description for keywords that can be used in expressions. See the
Python language reference for full details [1].
Table 6 Python keywords that cannot be used as user-defined names.

Keyword

Usage in expressions

and

Logical and

as
assert
break
class
continue
def
del
elif
else

Can be used in conditional expressions.
Example: 9 if 2+3 < 4 else 10 evaluates to 10

except
exec
finally
for

Iteration in generator expressions.
Example: [2*x for x in [1,2,3]] evaluates to [2,4,6]

from
global
if

1. Selection in generator expressions.
Example: [2*x for x in [1,2,3] if x > 1] evaluates to [4,6]
2. Conditional expressions.
Example: 9 if 2+1 < 4 else 10 evaluates to 9

import
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Keyword

Usage in expressions

in

Containment operator.
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Example: 2 in [1,2,3] evaluates to True
is

Reference equality

lambda

Anonymous function definition.
Example: reduce(lambda x,y: 10*x+y, [1,2,3]) evaluates to 123

not

Logical not

or

Logical or

pass
print
raise
return
try
while
with
yield

3.9.10

Technical details for Python users

The global environment is set up with the following Python statements:
from __future__ import division
import __builtin__, math, cmath, itertools
import cityopt, cityopt.syntax
import datetime as _datetime
from datetime import *
from math import *
del pow
from cityopt import *

The del statement cancels the import of the float-only pow function from the math module: we prefer
the built-in pow function that has special-case support for both integer and float arguments.
The global environment includes more global objects than are reserved as per Table 5; it is
nevertheless best to refer to other objects via their module-qualified names such as
__builtin__.filter, math.degrees or _datetime.time.

3.9.11
1.
2.

References

Python 2.7 language reference: https://docs.python.org/2.7/reference/index.html
Python 2.7 library reference: https://docs.python.org/2.7/library/index.html
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3.10
Apros simulation models in CITYOPT Planning
tool
Because Apros simulation server is still experimental, some manual work is needed by the modeller.
running a SCL script to create an XML file
creating a SCL run script for the model
packaging the model in a ZIP file

3.10.1 What is stored in the database for an Apros
simulation model
a zip file containing the model and a run script, with the content described below. [modelBlob
in table SimulationModel]
The name of an Apros simulation server profile. For now we use the profile “AprosCombustion–5.13.06–64bit”. [simulator in table SimulationModel]
simulation time origin, i.e. the real-world time that corresponds to a simulation time of 0.
[timeOrigin in table SimulationModel]
human-readable description in a selected language [description in table SimulationModel]
The other fields in table SimulationModel are ignored by the simulation code.

3.10.2

The simulation model zip file

The zip file stored in database must include the following files:
uc_props.xml describes the user components of the Apros model, and their properties. It is
required for interfacing the sim-eval code to the Apros simulation. See below for more
information.
sequence.scl is the main model run script in SCL (the Simantics scripting language). The
Apros simulation server runs the procedure ‘main’ from the script.
The Apros model snapshot (called “initial condition” in Apros 6). Its name is defined in
sequence.scl.
Any command, data or DLL files required by the Apros model or sequence.sql.
The zip file should not contain a top-level directory called “cityopt”.
The zip file may also include a configuration file cityopt.properties which is in the Java properties
text format. The cityopt.properties file may define the following properties:
aprosProfile is the name of the Apros simulation server profile that should be used, for
example: “aprosProfile = Apros-Combustion–5.13.06–64bit”. An Apros profile is

essentially a special command line version of Apros. Any profile specified in the user interface
overrides the value in the cityopt.properties file.
resultFiles is a semicolon-separated list of output file patterns, for example:
“resultFiles = *.dat;myfile.out”. It defines which files the Apros model outputs, and
which are then read back to the CITYOPT database. The patterns must not include any model
input files. If the resultFiles property is not defined, the default value is “results.dat”.
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timeOrigin indicates the real-world time that corresponds to a simulation time of 0. It is in
ISO–8601 format, for example: “timeOrigin = 2014–04–23T04:30:45.123+01:00”. Any

value given in the user interface overrides the value in the cityopt.properties file.
simulationStart indicates the default simulation start time. It is in ISO–8601 format, for
example: “simulationStart = 2014–04–23T04:30:45.123+01:00”. Any value given in the
user interface overrides the value in the cityopt.properties file.
simulationEnd indicates the default simulation end time. It is in ISO–8601 format, for
example: “simulationEnd = 2015–04–23T04:30:45.123+01:00”. Any value given in the
user interface overrides the value in the cityopt.properties file.
Model result files can also be included in the zip file. They will be used to find which model output
variables are available, before performing any simulations in the CITYOPT tool. The result files are
detected by file name: see the description of resultFiles above. The actual data values in the included
result files do not matter: only the header lines defining the variables are read by the tool.
The zip file may also contain any of the following documentation files:
overview.png is an overview diagram of the model. It is an image file in PNG format.
README.html or README_en.html is a description of the model in English. Either ISO–
8859–1 or Windows–1252 encoding must be used. The file may be plain text, or contain
HTML formatting.
README_es.html is a description of the model in Spanish.
README_fi.html is a description of the model in Finnish.
README_de.html is a description of the model in German.

3.10.3

User component properties of an Apros model

The XML file must be created manually in the Apros SCL console.
SearchStructuralFormulas.scl is an SCL script for extracting the user component structure of

an Apros model. In Apros 6.04.07 you would normally use it like this on the Apros SCL console:
import "file:c:/tmp/SearchStructuralFormulas"
printingToFile "c:/tmp/uc_props.xml" $ printNodeAsXml searchFormulas

or wherever you have the script and want the output (N.B.: no .scl in the import statement, but that
may change in future versions of Apros). The output is an XML representation of the user component
structure of the active model. It is easier to look at if you run it through xmllint --format -encode utf-8 or some other pretty-printer. This XML is needed by CITYOPT for running Apros on
the model.
Apros 6.04.06 does not have printingToFile: there you’ll just have to print on the console with
printNodeAsXml searchFormulas and copy the output into a file via the clipboard.

3.10.4

Content of sequence.scl

A typical sequence.scl will
Load an Apros model snapshot (loadIC)
Call the CITYOPT setup function to get the CITYOPT input parameter values
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Open IO_SETs using relative file names (file names in Apros model are often absolute paths,
which won’t work in the server environment)
Set the stimulation time in seconds (setTime)
Run the simulation for the desired time in seconds (wait)
Close IO_SETs
The Apros model must write the output by IO_SET, without using EXT_NAMES.
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4 Annex – CITYOPT Operational tool
4.1 Authentication
The CITYOPT operational application was tested by 140 families in the context of the pilot project in
Nice (Task 3.2). The application is rather intuitive and therefore does not require a user guide. This
section provides screenshots of the CITYOPT operational tool. The application is hosted at
http://www.cityopt-nice.fr/.
Identification of the participant, with its login and password

4.2 Tutorial
First page of the tutorial: explanation of the use of the application
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Tutorial, step 1
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Tutorial, Step 2
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Tutorial Step 3
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Tutorial Step 4

Tutorial Step 5
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Tutorial Step 6
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4.3 Home page
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4.4 Community
CityOpt community: on this page, the user can look at
the current community projects ranking (based on the number of points allocated by
CITYOPT participants)
news from the City of Nice (obtained through the City of Nice RSS feed)
the current ranking of CITYOPT participants)
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4.5 Personal results
My personal account and my results: on this page, the user can look at:
my points per alert
my results and my ranking among the community of participants
my participation rate
my strategy and impacted household activities
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4.6 Household profile
My profile page with the list of available household appliances
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4.7 Community Projects
Community Project n°1: PIMMS, an association to support the elderly
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Community Project n°2: Association which promotes science through outdoor interactive
demonstration activities.
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Community project n°3: Association which supports schools in Nice, for example for buying books.
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4.8 Sliding menu
Main sliding menu of the application
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4.9 Results and rankings
Ranking of the first 10 participants
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Results from the last peak alert
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Alert page: the participant has to decide if he/she chooses to participate to the alert and define a
strategy accordingly
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